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I. Introduction  

Resiliency has been a vital component of successful farms as the dairy industry places 

rigorous and expeditiously changing demands on producers. Farm managers must now 

have the ability to withstand low commodity prices and quickly recover from losses.  

While dairies diligently plan for downward economic shifts, farm managers were 

unprepared for the longevity of depressed milk prices from 2014 to 2018 and unsure of 

how to recuperate from the considerable farm wealth lost. In 2018, a record 10.2% of 

dairies, or 230 farms of Minnesota’s 2,700, closed their doors (NASS, 2019).  In 

response, dairy farmers are seeking new practices to support the resiliency of their 

operations so they can continue to be competitive in a market that is increasingly more 

difficult to remain profitable.  

Milk price volatility has been a core reason why farmers are struggling to be solvent. 

In real dollars, the median net farm income for Minnesota herds fell from a peak of 

$146,005 in 2014 to $44,627 in 2015 and reached a low of $14,697 by 2018 (FINBIN, 

2018).  As shown in Figure 1, Class III Milk price volatility has grown over the past three 

decades, with sizable fluctuations in milk prices occurring since 2009 (USDA, 2019). In 

September of 2014, dairy producers experienced a record high national milk price of 

$24.60 per hundredweight of milk (USDA, 2019). By February of 2015, milk prices were 

$15.46 per hundredweight (USDA, 2019).  Prices fell $9.14 per hundredweight in six 

months, the biggest six-month price decline in the history of Class III milk prices 

(USDA, 2019).  The abrupt changes in milk prices have profound impacts on net farm 

income. The Minnesota average net return per cow, including labor and management, 
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was $290.83 per cow in 2013 (FINBIN, 2019); this fell to a loss of $24 per cow in 2018 

(Norquist & Van Nurden, 2019). 

 

Figure 1: National Average Monthly Class 3 Milk Prices, 1980-2018 

Source: USDA, 2019 

Due to financial stress, Minnesota farms are considering new ways to stay in business. 

Farmers are studying how resilient operations weathered the past few years and quickly 

recovered from low prices. This study capitalizes on farmers’ desires to understand how 

they can increase their farm’s robustness and ability to withstand changes by assessing 

the characteristics of resilient dairy farms in Minnesota. The focus is on small and 

medium-size dairy farms, which have experienced the most substantial impacts of the 

changing dairy landscape. Through analyzing the factors that affect farm resiliency, 

dairies will be able to implement practices focused on increasing farm resiliency, 

furthering Minnesota dairy farmers’ goals to stay in business and remain profitable over 

the long-term.   
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II. Objectives   

The overarching goal of this research is to understand the unique characteristics of 

resilient dairy farms that allow them to recover from poor economic conditions and 

achieve sustained profitability despite volatile milk prices. This goal is achieved by 1) 

using a ‘both-and’ approach to merge cow-level and farm-level datasets, 2) replicating 

sensitives of cow-level decisions on whole-farm financials, and 3) analyzing the impacts 

of farm characteristics on resiliency.  

Farm managers aim to optimize the efficiency and profits of their operations by 

accumulating and analyzing historical farm records. Many dairies subscribe to milk 

testing services and farm financial management software. Traditionally, data collected 

through these methods were analyzed individually. However, effective management of 

the farm requires operators to understand the relationship between cow production and 

the farm’s financials jointly, rather than separately. The goal of this research is to apply a 

‘both-and’ approach to the data, analyzing both farm financials and cow records together. 

Through concurrently analyzing cow and farm financial records, this research will 

provide greater analytical insights into the factors that affect the resiliency of dairy farms. 

Employing a ‘both-and’ approach requires careful considerations around the 

methodology used to combine cow-level and farm datasets. Dairy managers are attentive 

to herd and individual cow performance, placing considerable importance on how a cow 

compares to her herd mates. An objective of this study is to replicate the sensitivity of 

individual cow differences on farm financials by weighting whole-farm finances to each 

cow in the herd. 
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This study answers the question, what characteristics make a dairy resilient. To 

narrow the scope of potential characteristics, previous literature was used to identify four 

significant categories of farm traits: human resources, animal health measures, farm 

structure, and financial indicators. Each of these categories includes further potential 

variables that can influence farm resiliency. An economic model incorporates all of the 

variables of interest to determine which factors play a significant role in affecting dairy 

farm resiliency. The economic modeling also includes farm financial cost weighted to 

each individual cow to reflect the sensitivity measures created by cow-level decisions and 

incorporates managerial choices made at the herd-level. By studying the defining 

characteristics of resilient dairies, as well as the magnitude of the factor’s impact on 

resiliency, recommendations will allow farmers to improve their dairy’s overall resiliency 

and boost profitability.  
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III. Literature Review 

Farm resiliency is a broad term that defines three distinct and separate aspects of 

farm management: long-term financial performance, sustainability efforts, or technology 

adaption on agricultural operations (Wilson, 2011; Hanrahan et al., 2018; Shadbolt et al., 

2017; Beacham et al., 2018; Parsonson-Ensor & Sauders, 2011). For the scope of this 

research, resiliency will refer to long-term farm financial performance and profitability. 

Walker et al. (2004) defined resilience as the ability to retain the operation’s function and 

identity while experiencing disturbances and reorganizing during times of change.  

Transformative resilience is the primary focus of family farms; they place greater 

value in understanding the strategies needed to sustain their operation than the factors 

that lead to an economic downfall (Darnhofer et al., 2010).  However, attaining 

transformative resiliency is difficult. A tension exists within transformative resilience 

between constructing resilient practices while still trying to maintain the desired 

condition (Walker et al., 2004). For farmers, this requires that they must have a realistic 

view of the unpredictability of future conditions while maintaining flexibility in their 

operations (Darnhofer et al., 2010).  Transformative resiliency has led farmers to be 

aware of on-going changes, acknowledging resource limitations while enacting on-farm 

buffers from the negative externalities associated with the progressing changes 

(Darnhofer et al., 2010).   

Shadbolt et al. (2017) modified Walker et al.’s (2004) model to determine the 

attributes of resiliency within dairies. The primary qualities of resiliency for dairies when 

analyzing resiliency using buffer capacity were resistance (financial and technical 
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efficiencies), precariousness (solvency), and latitude (liquidity) (Shadbolt et al., 2017). 

Resilient farms achieve resistance through technical and financial efficiency, generated 

more milk per unit of output (Shadbolt et al., 2017). For resilient dairies, Shadbolt et al. 

(2017) found that they had greater liquidity and considerable discretionary funds for 

withdrawal when economic conditions worsen. Across all of the attributes of resilience, 

the two dominant factors of resiliency were milk production per landmass and the 

operating profit margin (Shadbolt et al., 2017).  

Farm resiliency, as a construct of financial management practices, is a twofold 

process (Tigner, 2018). Managers should maintain revenue when commodity prices are 

high while not securing costs. However, controlling cost (both farm and household) is 

crucial during times of depressed commodity prices (Tigner, 2018).  These strategies 

worked for northern Greek dairies who focused on reducing costs, by delaying long-term 

expansion projects, to remain in business during the Greek economic recession (Ragkos 

et al., 2015).  

The majority of dairy farm profitability literature focuses on herd-level decision 

making (Gloy et al., 2002; Atzori et al., 2013) with resilience as a pre-determined aspect 

of financial management (Shadbolt et al., 2017; Tigner, 2018). There remains limited 

information on how animal management impacts whole-farm resiliency, with the 

majority of literature weighting by herd averages (Atzori et al., 2013; Wilson, 2011). Few 

studies disuss how to merge cow-level production and farm financial data. When studies 

do evaluate cow-level impacts, they analyze only the profit per cow impacts, not 
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expanding to whole-farm effects (Kulak et al., 1997; Delgado et al., 2018; Balaine et al., 

1981). 

Previous literature that made use of production records would aggregate data and 

report herd-level averages. For example, when using production records to determine 

whole-farm profits, stochastic modeling created farm profitability indexes that assess 

how farm inputs and outputs affect the dairy’s economic efficiency (Atzori et al., 2013). 

A Monte Carlo simulation of monthly herd production data was used to create a ranking 

of the coefficients of dairy inputs on-farm profitability (Atzori et al., 2013). Monthly 

production data were aggregated and averaged at the farm-level (Atzori et al., 2013).  In a 

similar study, impacts of cow-level factors on the farm’s net margin were captured by 

appropriating costs on a per cow basis for all farms in the study (Wilson, 2011).   

The primary cow-level profitability literature focuses on determining the profits 

acquired for each cow in the herd. Differences in the profitability of cows within the herd 

have been calculated by determining the lifetime profitability of the dairy cows (Kulak et 

al., 1997; Delgado et al., 2018; Balaine et al., 1981).  Calculated lifetime profitability of 

dairy cows focused on cow-level financial changes and did not provide discussion around 

how changes in cow profitability affect the overall farm financials (Kulak et al., 1997; 

Delgado et al., 2018; Balaine et al., 1981). 

There is limited literature on the impact of herd management and farm financials 

on dairy resiliency. This study provides a unique perspective on how both the animal and 

financial decisions of a farm impact resiliency. Research findings will add to the question 
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of which aspect of management should farmers focus on to increase their farm’s 

resiliency. Additionally, this study will add to the literature by proposing three 

methodologies (equal, production groups, and volume of production) for weighting 

whole-farm financials to cows within the herd.  
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IV. Methodology 

Farm managers consider a multifaceted set of choices, managing their herd not as 

a homogenous group of animals, but justifying the impact of individual cows on the 

farm’s financial performance (Delgado et al., 2018; Gröhn & Rajala-Schultz, 2000). 

Farmers recognize that each cow does not equally contribute to the financial wellbeing of 

the farm; the impact of an individual cow on whole-farm profit can change based on a 

variety of milk production, age, and health factors (Atzori et al., 2013). However, farm 

profitability literature focuses on the managerial decisions made at the herd-level 

(Wilson, 2011; Gloy et al., 2002; Kristensen et al., 2008).  Therefore Balaine et al.’s 

(1981) linear lifetime profits model serves as the foundational model to determine the 

impact of cow-level decisions on farm profits, modifying his original model to determine 

the lactation that each cow achieves profitability.  

The profitability calculations incorporate weighted whole-farm expenses to 

extend the applications of this study beyond herd-level analysis. Historically, expenses 

are allocated evenly across all cows in the herds, but the actual expenses accumulated by 

an individual cow over their lifetime is not equivalent to their herd mates. This research 

expands the cow profitability calculations by evaluating three weighting mechanisms to 

identify the best way to allocate whole-farm expenses among all cows in the herd. Theses 

weighting mechanisms are equal, production group, and volume of production weighting. 

The University of Minnesota has a strong working relationship with dairy producers 

and the industry stakeholders that support them. Building on this established relationship, 

a partnership was formed with the Center for Farm Financial Management (CFFM) and 

javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
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the Minnesota Dairy Herd Improvement Association (DHIA) to gather farms’ financials 

and milk production records. Participating Minnesota dairy farmers shared their farm 

financial records and DHIA cow production data from 2012 to 2018. Given the range of 

milk prices experienced over the seven years, this analysis details how managerial 

decisions changed with agricultural economic downturns as well as identifies how 

resilient farms endure historically high and low milk prices. 

Created in 2000 by the CFFM, FINBIN is an online financial database that 

provides detailed financial benchmarking reports based on farm size, commodity, and 

region (Center for Farm Financial Management, 2018), growing to become the largest 

farm database in the United States (FINBIN, 2018). Participation comprises of both 

proactive farmers who seek to gain additional perspectives and young/beginning farmers 

who are required to participate as part of their loan agreement. Over 400 Minnesota 

dairies subscribe to FINBIN, with the majority of participants being small to medium-

sized dairy farms (Nordquist & Van Nurden, 2018). On an annual basis, participants 

provide their income statement, balance sheet, statement of cash flows, labor information, 

and household expenses to receive individualized farm financial reports (Center for Farm 

Financial Management, 2018).  Regional farm business instructors collect the data, and 

teams of farm management analysts audit the financial records by removing outliers and 

data entry errors.  

The Dairy Herd Improvement Association is a national organization that provides 

dairy farmers with cow production information to guide managerial decision-making 

(Minnesota DHIA, n.d.). The Minnesota DHIA is a member of the Dairy Herd 
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Improvement Association that serves dairies throughout the state of Minnesota 

(Minnesota DHIA, n.d.). DHIA provides testing services that monitor cows’ somatic cell 

count, milk production, pregnancy status, and reproductive health. Testing services occur 

once a month, and data is reported on a monthly-basis with production information 

provided for each test day. Participants receive detailed reports for each test, with DHIA 

data coming in two formats: individual cow lactation information and monthly herd 

averages.   

Individual cow records feature monthly milk production for each cow in the herd, 

lineage information, and calving data. An identification number is assigned to each cow, 

and separate cow records are created for each lactation over the cow’s lifetime. The 

identification number often corresponds to the ear tag or numbering system used by the 

individual farm, making it possible for this study to trace the lactation-over-lactation 

production for a single cow throughout their life. Cows are placed into monthly 

production groups based on their first test day for her lactation. The monthly groups have 

their milk records averaged across all cows, resulting in 12 monthly groups annually. 

Further detailed analysis and discussion of the data follow in the Data Section.  

Understanding how farm financial information and cow production data is 

reported was the first step in assessing if these datasets could be combined to determine 

when cows achieve profitability. The original profit function model (Balaine et al., 1981) 

calculates lifetime profitability and serves as a foundation for determining how to 

calculate the income and revenue accrued for each lactation over a cow’s lifetime. 

Broadening this model, this study determines the lactation that cows reach their 
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breakeven for three weighted scenarios. The weighted breakeven information will later be 

an explanatory variable for the econometric resiliency models. To assess the breakeven 

lactation, the first intermediary step was determining the income generated by a cow 

during each of her lactations.  

Income per Cow 

 The largest and most influential aspect of dairy income is milk production  

(Wilson, 2011). Income is measured for each lactation and accrued over the lifetime of 

the cow. In the original income formula (Balaine et al., 1981), income consisted of 

individual revenue calculations for the money received from the milk, fat, and protein 

sold. Energy corrected milk (ECM) can reflect differences in the milk volume, butterfat, 

and protein with one measure. The value of ECM was determined as follows: 

(1)  ECM= 0.327 x 305 Milk (lbs.) + 12.95 x 305 Fat (lbs.) + 7.65 x 305 Protein (lbs.).  

where 305 Milk, 305 Fat, and 305 Protein are the total pounds of milk, butterfat, and 

protein produced by day 305 of a cow’s lactation. Most Minnesota milk producers 

receive premiums for butterfat and protein in their milk under Class III milk contracts; 

the ECM formula adjusts for 3.5% butterfat and 3.2% protein to replicate the Class III 

milk contract pricing mechanisms. ECM is multiplied by the annual milk price to 

determine milk revenue, and revenue is accrued over each lactation.  

In addition to milk production, farmers can receive additional income from calves 

sold and culled cow’s salvage value (Baliane et al., 1981; Delgado et al., 2018). The 

salvage value, also known as the cull value, is the price that a farmer receives from the 
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sales of slaughtered cows. The annual FINBIN livestock summary reports estimated the 

income received from calves sold and salvage value for Minnesota dairies, as shown in 

Table 1 (calf sales) and Table 2 (salvage value).  

Table 1: Minnesota Dairy Calf Sales Price, 2012-2018 

 <100 Cows 
100-199 

Cows 

200-499 

Cows 
500+ Cows 

Year Price Received from Calf Sale ($/cow) 

2012 52.67 44.45 44.09 58.79 

2013 58.67 45.12 47.66 52.47 

2014 68.35 67.94 72.74 98.85 

2015 110.07 111.98 127.91 183.32 

2016 55.72 62.58 71.67 77.19 

2017 43.99 49.22 60.27 45.99 

2018 34.74 29.62 32.28 29.78 

Source: FINBIN, 2012-2019 

For each lactation, cows have the potential to receive income from calves sold. 

Income from calf sales is uniformly assigned without regard for calf gender, based on the 

calf’s year of birth and the size of the herd they belong to (Table 1). Calf sales income 

was double if a cow had twins. Stillborn and dead calves receive a value of $0. Given that 

a cow can have multiple calves over her lifetime, calf sales accumulate throughout the 

cow’s lifetime, as shown in Equation 2.  Calf sales prices changed over the seven years, 

reflecting the incentives that farmers have to sell their calves to expand their herd. The 

high calf sales prices of 2015 quickly decreased in the following years, reflecting the 

impact that sustained low milk prices had on farmers. Selling off more calves can 

generate short-term revenue and reduces heifer-raising costs. However, the low calf sales 

prices of 2016 to 2018 are an indicator of the increase in the number of calves sold over 

this period. 
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Salvage value is a one-time revenue source from the sale of culled cows. The 

“left-herd-reason” variable in the DHIA cow production records provides information on 

the reason for each cow leaving the herd and is the determining factor for salvage value a 

cow receives (Delgado et al., 2018). Farms may choose to voluntarily or involuntarily 

cull cows. Voluntarily culled cows are healthy cows that are capable of reproducing, but 

are culled or sold to other herds due to inadequate milk production (Weigel et al., 2003). 

Involuntary culling occurs when a profitable cow is removed from the herd due to 

disease, injury, death, or failure to reproduce (Weigel et al., 2003). The annual average 

Minnesota salvage value (Table 2) was assigned to voluntarily culled cows. Involuntary 

culled cows receive the average salvage value if they meet the criteria necessary for 

slaughter.  Non-ambulatory livestock, often caused by injury or disease, do not qualify 

for slaughter (Nonambulatory Livestock and the Humane Methods of Slaughter Act, 

2009). Cows culled for injury, disease, or death are non-ambulatory livestock and receive 

no salvage value. All other involuntarily culled cows (feet and leg issues, mastitis) 

receive the salvage value based on her herd size and the year of culling (Table 2).  

Table 2: Minnesota Cow Salvage Value, 2012-2018 

 <100 Cows 100-199 Cows 200-499 Cows 500+ Cows 

Year Price Received from Culled Cow Sale ($/cow) 

2012 264.42 267.17 259.29 297.58 

2013 279.80 267.05 257.62 323.87 

2014 349.28 338.23 337.13 404.01 

2015 338.81 334.8 344.26 393.61 

2016 217.87 245.66 247.07 255.49 

2017 223.45 217.55 229.80 252.08 

2018 202.77 204.13 208.63 228.28 

Source: FINBIN, 2012-2019 
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Income is an accumulation of amassed ECM profits, cumulative calf sales, and 

the salvage value. This measure is calculated for each lactation with income accruing for 

every lactation over the lifetime of each cow:  

(2) Incomenit=∑ (ECMnit

2018

t

x Milk Priceit)+∑ Calf Salenit

2018

t

+ Salvage Valuenit 

where Incomenit is the total income generated from the nth cow in the ith herd at year t; 

ECMnit is the total annual energy corrected milk production for cow n; Milk Priceit is the 

annual milk price reported for the farm during year t; and Calf Salenit is the annual 

revenue from calf sales. Salvage Valuenit is only calculated for the final year t that the 

cow is in the herd and is a single income source received if the nth cow is sold for 

slaughter in herd i. 

 Determining the lactation-over-lactation income generated from each cow is 

necessary to determine when cows achieve their breakeven. As detailed in Balaine et al.’s 

(1981) profitability function, expenses per cow are the next intermediary step to 

determining when cows reach profitability. However, this study differs from the 

foundational model in two ways: profitability is calculated as an accrued total for each 

lactation (as opposed to only lifetime profitability), and expenses are weighted to each 

cow from whole-farm finances.  

Expenses per Cow 

Expenses over the lifetime of a cow are the summation of costs accumulated over 

two distinct periods: the heifer raising costs, which occurs before their first freshening, 
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and direct and overhead costs accumulated during lactation. Successful management of a 

dairy operation requires farmers to understand the costs of raising a heifer and determine 

the most economically efficient method of securing replacement heifers (Zwald et al., 

2007).  However, farmers are often unaware of the full costs associated with raising 

replacement heifers, as there is limited information available on rearing expenses 

(Boulton et al., 2017). For this study, detailed farm financial information was available 

for the operational and overhead expenses accumulated during the cows’ lactations and 

expenses are calculated on a cost-basis for this study.  

Heifer Raising Expenses 

Dairy farmers face bimodal management decisions, needing to optimize current 

milking cows while introducing replacement heifers into the herd. The age at first calving 

for replacement heifers directly ties to lifetime performance measures and economic 

profitability (Curran et al., 2013; Gill & Allaire, 1976).  However, reducing the time to a 

heifer calf’s first lactation can significantly decrease the expenses associated with raising 

replacement cows (Meyer et al., 2004). There is no statistical difference in milk yield 

based on the age of first calving (Krpálková et al., 2014). However, heifer calves whose 

age at first calving was greater than 800 days completed more lactations than heifers who 

calved at a younger age (Krpálková et al., 2014). Increased lifetime milk expenses were 

associated with heifers who had their first calf before 749 days (Krpálková et al., 2014). 

The production and economic gains associated with later calving ages are temporary, 

eventually reaching a point of diminishing returns (Gill & Allaire, 1976).   
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During the first two years of a dairy cow’s life, they accumulate costs before they 

can produce any revenue; these expenses are heifer-raising costs1. Whole-farm expenses 

reflect costs associated with cows in their lactations, but do not estimate expenses before 

a cow’s first freshening (D. Nordquist, personal communication, September 16, 2019).  

Therefore, to estimate heifer-raising costs for Minnesota dairies, cows were assigned 

yardage of $2.67 per day until they had their first calf. The yardage cost, which is the 

daily heifer-raising expense, was determined from a 2017 heifer-raising expense study of 

Iowa dairies and this expense calculation includes labor and management costs (Tranel, 

2019). However, it is essential to note that heavier cows require a higher daily feed intake 

(Akins et al., 2015). A slide rule was also included to capture the increases in costs 

associated with weight gains, as shown in Table 3 (Tranel, 2019).  In the original slide 

rule detailed in the Iowa study (Tranel, 2019), a cow’s weight is determined prior to 

insemination. For this study, body weights are only reported following pregnancy. 

Therefore, the base weight was modified to account for the average heifer weight at first 

calving, not the original pre-insemination weight. Heifer raising expenses are measured 

using the daily heifer raising costs based on the heifer’s weight at first calving: 

(3) Heifer Raising Expenseni = (Daily Heifer Raising Costni + Weight Costni) x 

(Date of First Calving
ni 

- Date of Birthni) 

where Heifer Raising Expenseni is the total expense associated with raising the nth cow in 

the ith herd until the day of their first freshening; Daily Heifer Raising Costni is the total 

                                                           
1The heifer raising costs only include cows that made it to their first freshening. Data on the number of 

calves culled before their first freshening is not available. Overhead expenses capture the costs associated 

with replacement heifers culled before their first freshening.  
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daily yardage for cow n; Weight Costni is the slide rule that lowers or increases the daily 

yardage fee based on the cow’s body weight at first calving; Date of First Calving
ni

 is the 

date of the first calving; and Date of Birthni is cow n’s date of birth. For each year of the 

study, the yardage cost is consistent.  

Table 3: Daily Heifer Raising Cost 

Weight (lbs.) 

Slide Rule, Modification in 

Daily Price based on Weight Daily Heifer Raising Cost 

 Δ in $/day $/day 

<900 -0.10 2.37 

900-1000 -0.10 2.47 

1100-1000 -0.10 2.57 

1100-1200 0 2.67 

1200 - 1300 0.20 2.87 

1300-1400 0.25 3.12 

1400-1500 0.15 3.27 

>1500 0.15 3.42 

Source: Tranel, 2019 

Cow Lactation Expenses 

Expenses associated with a cow’s lactation period begin accumulating the day 

that they give birth to their first calf. For most farm operations, cows ideally milk for ten 

months and have 60 days dry with the dry days serving as a vital element of successful 

milk production. The operating and overhead expenses were obtained from the farm 

financial records on an annual basis and are the whole herd lactation expenses. In the 

original formula used to calculate per cow expenses (Balaine et al., 1981), mastitis 

treatments and breeding service fees were separate expenses calculated for each cow. The 

operating dairy expenses contains breeding and veterinarian fees, and separate expenses 

for these expenditures are not included to avoid double-counting costs.  
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Farm financial expenses are reported on an annual basis, while an individual 

cow’s lactation may span over two calendar years. Most dairies engage in year-round 

calving practices, which ensures that milk production remains relatively constant 

throughout the year. The consistent flow of cows into and out of the herd makes it 

unlikely that assigning a cow whose lactation occurs across two calendar years to a single 

years’ finances will affect cost estimations. Therefore, annual farm financials are 

allocated to cows based on the year they birthed their calf, even if lactation spans two 

years.  

Allocating Whole Farm Expenses to the Cow-level 

An essential premise of this study was to understand the variation in an individual 

cow’s impact on whole-farm expenses and analyze the effectiveness of weighting 

mechanisms in appropriating expenses. Three weighting mechanisms of interest (equal, 

production groups, volume of production) were selected. Each of these methods 

highlights the differences in cow costs and has the potential to be valid measures of 

weighted financials. The equal weighting, weighted by performance groups, and volume 

of production weighting are discussed and will be used to calculate the cow expense for 

each of their lactations.  

 Before apportioning dairy expenses to the cow-level, aggregation methods were 

considered to determine if cow records could be combined to create whole-herd milk 

production measurements. While aggregating cow records to the herd-level is possible, 

this weighting method places equal value in each of the cow’s production records and 
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only considers the herd total. The equal weighting method accomplishes a similar 

methodology without limiting the number of observations in the dataset. The aggregation 

method was not selected as a weighting mechanism of interest given its limitations. 

Appendix B discusses the other tested weighting methodologies not selected for this 

study.  

Each selected weighting method calculates the expense per lactation for an 

individual cow. To create a uniform measure, two of the methods (equal weighting and 

production groups) are both measured on a per-day basis. A daily expense is calculated 

using the total days completed by all cows in the herd for the given year. The daily 

expense is then multiplied by the individual cow’s days of lactation completed for the 

given year to obtain the expense per lactation.  

Method 1: Equal weighting (baseline) 

 Traditionally, farm financial expenses are spread evenly amongst all cows in the 

herd to determine cow-level impacts (Wilson, 2011; Gloy et al., 2002; Kristensen et al., 

2008). Therefore, a baseline method is established to determine an equal daily expense 

for each cow in the herd as follows:   

(4) Cow Expensenit
EW

 
=

Farm Expenses
it

∑ Days in Lactationnit
N
n=1 

*Days in Lactationnit 

where Cow Expensenit
EW is the equal weighted (EW) expense for the nth cow in the ith 

herd for year t; Farm Expenses
it
 is the operational and overhead expenses for the ith herd 

during year t; and Days in Lactationnit is the total days of lactation completed for the nth 
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cow in the ith herd for year t. For cows not culled during the year, the total 

Days in Lactationnit is 365 days. For culled cows, the days of lactation completed is the 

difference between the day of culling and the first of the year. 

 Equally weighting expenses excludes the significant influence of an individual 

cow’s milk production on her costs. Milk production has the most significant influence 

on dairy expenses (Wilson, 2011).  While a variety of feed management factors can affect 

milk production, there is a positive relationship between energy intake (feed) and total 

milk produced (Brun-Lafler et al., 2010). Cows who produce higher quantities of milk 

need additional feed intake, which increases feed and direct expenses. The following  

two weighting approaches provide personalized expenses based on contribution to the 

herd’s milk. These weighting mechanisms allow this study to test the sensitivity of cow-

level financial impacts and generate a realistic measure of how farmers value cows in 

their herd.  

Method 2: Cow Performance Group Weighting  

A goal of weighting farm expenses was to replicate how farmers value their cows. 

It is a common practice for farmers to manage their herds in smaller groups based on 

milk production. The production group weighting method is created to appropriate 

expenses through grouping cows based on milk production.  

Dairy records management systems, such as DHIA, provide information for farm 

managers to compare the production of cows within their herd.  The “rating” variable in 

the cow records assigns a letter rating of A-E to each cow based on their ECM production 

compared to the herd average (Dairy Records Management Systems, 2014). Given that 
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this is an established measurement already used by dairies, the “rating” variable was 

tested to create milk production groups. Cows are assigned to a production group based 

on the letter rating they were already assigned. Two groupings, a high and low production 

group, gave significant weight each cow without considerably decreasing expenses per  

cow.  

After careful consideration, the high milk production group consisted of A-rated 

cows whom DHIA describes as top-producing cows. All other cows (B-E rating) were 

assigned to the low production group, as these cows did not drive the majority of milk 

production. Table 4 shows a detailed list of the definitions for each letter rating (Dairy 

Records Management Systems, 2014) and the production group assigned to each rating. 

Other production group combinations were tested but not selected, and Appendix B 

details the final selection process.   

Table 4: DHIA Performance Rating 

DHIA Rating 
 

Description 

Cow ECM compared 

to Herd Average ECM 

Assigned 

Production Group 
  %  

A Top Cow >110 High 

B Above Average 100-110 Low 

C Below Average 90-100 Low 

D Marginal Cows 80-90 Low 

E Probable Cull Cows <80 Low 

Source:  Dairy Records Management Systems, 2014 

 The total expenses for each production group are based on the percentage of cows 

in the group. On average, Minnesota farms had 44% of their cows in the high production 

group and 56% of cows in the low group (Table 5).  A daily expense per production 
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group was calculated by dividing the annual expenses by the total number of days 

completed for all cows in the given production group. Cows are placed into annual 

groups based on the year that they gave birth for their given lactation. The daily expense 

is multiplied by the number of days completed during the lactation to estimate the total 

expense per cow. To calculate the expense per cow for a high producing cow:  

(5) Daily Expense
nit

High

 
=CowPit

High
*

Farm Expenses
it

∑ Days in Lactation
nit

HighN
n=1

 

 

(6) Cow Expensenit

HighW
=Daily Expense

nit

High* Days in Lactationnit
  

 

(7) Daily Expense
nit

Low

 
=CowsPit

Low*
Farm Expenses

it

∑ Days in Lactationnit
LowN

n=1

 

 

(8) Cow Expensenit
LowW=Daily Expense

nit

Low* Days in Lactationnit
  

 

where Daily Expense
nit

High is the per day expense for nth cow that is in the High production 

group in the ith herd for year t; CowPit
High

 is the percentage of cows in herd i that fall into 

the High production group; Farm Expenses
it
 is the total expenses for the ith herd during 

year t; Days in Lactationnit is the total days of lactation completed for the nth cow; 

Days in Lacationnit

High
 is the total days of lactation completed for the nth cow that is in the 

High producing group; and Cow Expensenit

HighW
  is the High production group weighted 

(HighW) for the nth cow in the ith herd during year t. The same equations hold for cows 

in the low (LowW) production group. Figure 2 provides an illustrative example of how 

each production group appropriates whole-farm expenses to individual cows. Whole 

numbers are included in Figure 2 for demonstrative purposes surrounding the process of 

expense allocation; the example does not use any herd’s actual expenses.  
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Table 5: Average Production Group Percentages by Herd size, 2012-2017 

 <100 Cows 100-199 Cows 200-499 Cows 500+ Cows 

 % of Herd in Each Production Group 

Year High Low High Low High Low High Low 

2012 42.02 57.98 42.97 57.03 45.32 54.68 36.39 63.61 

2013 42.07 57.93 44.28 55.72 42.94 57.06 38.21 61.79 

2014 39.99 60.01 40.85 59.15 40.91 59.09 37.61 62.39 

2015 42.28 57.72 41.27 58.73 42.67 57.33 38.22 61.78 

2016 38.65 61.35 39.54 60.46 40.84 59.16 37.20 62.80 

2017 43.10 56.90 45.96 54.04 45.18 54.82 42.88 57.12 
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Figure 2: DHIA Production Group Illustrative Example 
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Method 3: Weighted by Volume of Production 

A straightforward method to value each cow in the herd is to assign expenses 

directly based on their annual milk production. Under the volume of production 

weighting method, cows who contribute a greater percentage to the herd ECM have 

higher expenses. While not able to capture all of the complexities associated with costs 

for individual cows, this method values cows from the highest to lowest contributors to 

the herd’s total milk. Assigning an expense based on how each individual cow’s milk 

production compares to their herd mates, expenses were calculated: 

(9) Cow Expensenit
VW

 
=

ECMnit

∑ ECMnit
N
n=1

*Farm Expenses
it
 

where Cow Expensenit
VW is the expense for the nth cow in the ith herd for year t; ECMnit is 

the total energy corrected milk for cow n; and  Farm Expenses
it
 is the total expenses for 

the ith herd during year t. Weighting by volume of production assigns each cow a unique 

cost that ties directly to their ability to contribute to the herd.  

Comparison of Weighting Methods 

 Each of the weighting methodologies provides an estimate for the expenses 

accrued during one lactation. All three of the weighting methodologies have the potential 

to replicate the difference and sensitivity in the value that farmers place on individual 

cows in the herd and be valid measures of individual cow expenses. The average 

expenses for a cow’s lactation by herd size under each weighting mechanism, shown in 

Table 6.  
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Table 6: Comparison of Cow Expense Estimations by Method, 2012-2017 

  <100 Cows 100-199 Cows 

Year 

Equal 

Weighting 

High 

Production 

Group 

Low 

Production 

Group 

Volume of 

Production 

Equal 

Weighting 

High 

Production 

Group 

Low 

Production 

Group 

Volume of 

Production 

 Operating and Ownership Expense ($/lactation) Operating and Ownership Expense ($/lactation) 

2012 3,008.39 3,503.47 2,650.71 2,952.38 2,807.67 3,149.39 2,276.39 3,404.75 

2013 3,058.66 3,304.22 2,614.52 3,357.10 3,209.22 3,399.10 2,632.34 3,310.55 

2014 3,084.38 3,412.23 2,646.68 3,345.9 3,340.45 3,128.60 2,509.28 3,324.65 

2015 2,949.14 3,353.23 2,418.34 3,093.88 2,931.30 3,183.52 2,379.08 3,170.43 

2016 2,809.67 3,258.94 2,470.93 2,802.73 2,596.69 3,068.58 2,293.82 3,036.20 

2017 2,463.15 2,776.87 2,314.47 2,311.55 2,394.84 2,816.56 2,259.31 2,514.74 
         

  200-499 Cows 500+ Cows 

Year 

Equal 

Weighting 

High 

Production 

Group 

Low 

Production 

Group 

Volume of 

Production 

Equal 

Weighting 

High 

Production 

Group 

Low 

Production 

Group 

Volume of 

Production 

 Operating and Ownership Expense ($/lactation) Operating and Ownership Expense ($/lactation) 

2012 3,634.78 3,718.02 3,010.63 3,971.48 3,607.18 2,721.45 2,813.07 4,099.15 

2013 3,738.61 4,127.72 3,278.51 4,113.68 3,856.41 3,214.93 3,062.55 4,330.93 

2014 4,051.30 4,074.23 3,488.58 4,440.88 4,191.91 3,745.70 3,066.30 4,674.80 

2015 3,579.30 3,962.30 3,002.22 3,885.50 4,088.06 3,417.52 3,516.01 4,464.71 

2016 3,231.79 3,772.84 2,917.81 3,634.22 3,674.87 3,597.32 3,407.46 4,027.07 

2017 2,960.38 3,474.41 2,831.29 3,043.36 3,098.02 3,179.93 2,644.7 3,340.83 
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All of the weighting methodologies were able to highlight yearly changes in 

expenses.  The 2014 climax in expenses per cow is due to substantial feed costs driven by 

historically high crop prices and was present for all of the estimated expenses under each 

weighting mechanism. In general, all of the weighting mechanisms were able to display 

the overall trends occurring with farm expenses. While each weighting mechanism is 

similar, they all measure expenses per cow differently. The equal weighting mechanism 

had the fewest yearly differences in average expenses per lactation by herd size of the 

weighting mechanisms. For the majority of years, high producing cows have greater 

expenses per cow than low production cows because cows that produce more milk had 

more considerable expenses to mirror the increased value that farmers place on these 

cows when making overall management decisions.  The volume of production weighting 

mechanism shows increasing expenses as herd size grows; this could be indicative of 

increases in labor costs as larger farms have more labor per cow.  

Breakeven Lactation 

Balaine et al. (1981) lifetime profitability function served as a foundational 

model, ensuring that all sources of income and expenses are included in the individual 

cow calculations. However, this study reconstructs the lifetime profitability to measure 

income and expenses accrued for each lactation and determines which lactation cows 

achieve profitability.  In earlier equations t served as time variable year, in the final 

breakeven equation, the goal is to determine the lactation. It is assumed that cows have 

one lactation annually. The lactation were cows reach their breakeven is calculated as 

follows:  
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(11) Breakeven Lactationni
W=

{
 
 

 
 

L if ∑  Incomenit> ∑  Expensenit
W

 

L

t=1

L

t=1

0 if ∑  Incomenit< ∑  Expensenit
W

 

L

t=1

L

t=1

  

where Breakeven Lactationni
W is the lactation that the nth cow in the ith herd achieves 

their breakeven point where W=1 is equal weighting, W=2 is weighted by production 

groups, and W=3 is weighted by volume of production and a value of 0 indicates that the 

cow does not reach their breakeven before being culled. L denotes the lactation that cow 

n becomes profitable; Incomenit is the total income for cow n accumulated annually t for 

each lactation; and Expensenil
W

 
is the total expense for the nth cow accrued over each year 

t under the weighting mechanism W.  

The breakeven lactation measure was then used to determine the percentage of the 

herd that reached their breakeven in the first, second, and third lactation annually. This 

percentage will serve as an explanatory variable in the econometric models to determine 

resiliency. Because breakeven lactations are calculated using three weighting 

mechanisms, separate regressions are conducted for the percent of cows that achieved 

their breakeven point under each weighting method. Further discussed is provided in the 

Explanation of Independent Variable Selection.  
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V. Data 

In the DHIA data, individual cow and monthly production records had 

inconsistencies in their reporting methods. Monthly average production records reported 

test dates in chronological order, while individual cow records reported test dates in 

ascending order. Given that not every cow completes the same number of months per 

lactation, it was essential to place the milk testing dates and corresponding milk 

production variables in chronological order. Chronological order makes the first and last 

test period easily identifiable for each cow. All cow records were placed into 

chronological order by test date.  

Farm financial data is provided for all 400 dairies that participated in FINBIN 

from 2012 to 2018. FINBIN classifies farms by the percentage of their profits attributed 

to specific commodities. In 2014 when crop prices were high, several participating dairies 

that were joint dairy and crop operations were classified as “crop only” farms, which lead 

to their data not being reported in the original financial study dataset. Missing financial 

data for these farms were reclassified as dairy and crop operations and added to the 

dataset. Additional dairy enterprise expenses were merged into the dataset to ensure that 

expenditures accurately reflected dairy costs for diversified farms. The final dataset 

includes only the participating farm's financial data. The financial and cow production 

datasets were cleaned and analyzed for outliers before merging them together. 

Farms participating in both FINBIN and DHIA programs received a standard 

farm identification number allowing for seamless integration between the dataset. The 

farm identification number ensures that the cow and financials records are matched 
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correctly for each farm. FINBIN and DHIA data are merged using the farm identification 

number and year. Although cows may generate revenue into the year following their 

calving date, cows were assigned financial information based on the year of the 

parturition. Dairy farms stagger calving dates evenly throughout the year to ensure that 

they have a consistent, constant supply of milk. Total pounds of milk produced on a farm 

typically remain consistent year-to-year. Assigning annual financial values to a cow’s 

whose lactation spans two calendar years should not significantly affect the 

measurements accuracy because milk supply remains relatively stable. Merging the 

datasets created an observation for each cow’s lactation cycle that also contain 

information on the farm’s annual financial performance (Figure 3). Farm financial 

information is reported at both the whole-farm level and divided using the three methods 

described in the Cow Expenses Section.  

 

Figure 3: Data Merge Diagram 
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The final dataset includes only herds with at least two consecutive years of DHIA 

cow records and dairy enterprise financial data. Observations that were missing cow or 

financial data are not included in the dataset. Given that not every farm participated in 

both DHIA and FINBIN for the entirety of the period, this is an unbalanced panel. 

However, cows move in and out of herds regularly, with the average cow completing less 

than three lactations. Due to the constant fluctuation of cows in the herd, a balanced panel 

is not necessary for this study.  

To participate, the dairy must enroll in both DHIA and FINBIN services. 

Participating FINBIN farms made up approximately 25% of all Minnesota dairy herds 

subscribed to the FINBIN financial services. Additionally, both services have fees 

associated with them, limiting the pool of potential participants.  They might be selection 

bias from the pool of dairies who are willing to sign-up for both DHIA and FINBIN 

services. A second source of potential selection bias might exist because farmers 

voluntarily agreed to participate in this study. 

A simple t-test was conducted between the sample dairies and all FINBIN 

Minnesota dairies, and the participating farmers were not statistically different from all 

dairy farms at a 5% significant level with a t-test of -1.9063. After comparing the subset 

of the participating farm’s adjusted net farm income ratios to all dairies in FINBIN, it is 

unlikely that selection bias is an issue. Capitalizing on information that farmers are 

already collecting strengthens the applications of this research, outweighing the potential 

implications of selection bias.  
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Participating Farms 

There were 80,284 cow lactations across 87 herds with a total of 487 annual herd 

observations.  Figure 4 displays the locations of participating farms in 29 Minnesota 

counties with dairies located in each of the top five counties by total milk production, 

highlighted in the brighter shade. The majority of participating farmers were solely dairy 

operations; only 24% of dairies were diversified operations with crop sales (e.g. corn for 

grain, soybeans, etc.). Herd size ranged from 22 to 1,115 cows; the average herd size 

across all seven years was 202 cows. Following national trends, the average herd size for 

participating farms increased annually from 2012 to 2018, with an average herd increase 

of 3.37%. The majority of dairy farmers owned and rented acreage with an average of 

181 owned acres and 304 leased acres of land. 

 

Figure 4:  Participating Minnesota Counties 
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The average age of dairy farmers in the dataset was 51 years old, and the age of 

the primary operator ranged from the mid-20s to late-70s. The majority of farms, 63.5%, 

listed a sole operator, while 27% of farms listed two operators, and 9.5% of farms have 

three or more operators. Of the farms that listed secondary operators, 50% of the 

secondary operators fell within ten years of age of the principal operator. Most likely, 

these secondary operators are spouses or siblings. The other 50% of farms had the second 

generation or an individual at least 20 years younger than the principle operators listed as 

their secondary operator.2 

The foundation of this research is identifying the characteristics of resilient and 

non-resilient farms. A variety of measures are used to determine farm resiliency and to 

model resiliency across the farms in the dataset.  

Dependent Variable: Resiliency 

There is not a consensus on the best measure of resiliency (Wilson, 2011; Meuwissen 

et al., 2019; Shadbolt et al., 2017).  Shadbolt et al. (2017) use buffer capacity to define 

resiliency, quantifying buffer capacity through multiple measures of liquidity, efficiency, 

and solvency. Gloy et al. (2002) took a more direct approach in measuring long-term 

profitability using return on assets, and Wilson (2011) uses net margin per cow. Given 

that there does not exist a standard measure of resiliency, three measures are selected in 

this study to identify resilient farms.  

                                                           
2 Complete summary statistics are found in Table 8. 
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Resilient farms are those operations that consistently have high profit 

performance (top 25%) for the majority of the study. At the 75th percentile a natural break 

occurred, making this the ideal cutoff between resilient and non-resilient farms. From 

2012 to 2018, extensive price volatility occurred as well as periods of extremely high 

prices and sustained low milk prices, making this an ideal period to determine the 

characteristics of farms that can remain profitable during turbulent milk prices. The three 

measures that meet the study’s definition of resiliency were the adjusted net farm income 

ratio, the rate of return on assets, and a combination of both measures.  

The adjusted net farm income ratio captures the percentage of income that a farm 

can retain after expenses and taxes, while also accounting for whether farmers grows or 

purchases their feed: 

(12) Adjusted Net Farm Income Ratio (Adj NFI) = (Net Farm Income/Value of Farm 

Production). 

As a measure of resiliency, the adjusted net farm income ratio evaluates a dairy’s ability 

to retain gross sales as profit, making it an ideal measure to determine the year-over-year 

changes that occur on farms. 

The rate of return on assets (RROA) was also selected as a measure of resiliency 

because this is an established measure used in other studies (Gloy et al., 2002) to 

determine long-term farm profitability. The rate of return on assets shows the percentage 

of profits a farm can generate compared to their assets: 
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(13) Rate of Return on Assets (RROA) = (Net Farm Income/Total Assets). 

Through the generation of assets, the rate of return on assets is able to measure resiliency 

over the long run. 

 Under the two measures of resiliency, percentiles were generated annually to 

determine which farms meet the criteria set forth to be resilient. If for the majority of 

years in the study, the farm fell into the 75th percentile or higher, the farm is resilient. The 

definition of resiliency can be met using two methods: a resiliency score and resiliency 

indicator. Given that there are multiple ways to determine resilient farms, both the score 

and indicator measure were used to calculate resilient farms.  

   Under the resiliency score method, all herds are given a score of 0 to 100, which 

is the average percentile the farm belongs to over the seven years. The resiliency score is 

calculated separately for both of the resiliency variables:  

(14) Resiliency Scorei= 
∑

Adj NFIit -Lowest Adj NFIt 

Highest Adj NFIt  -Lowest Adj NFIt  

2018
2012

∑ Yearsi
2018
2012

 

(15) Resiliency RROA Scorei= 

∑
RROAit -Lowest RROAt 

Highest RROAt  -Lowest RROAt 

2018
2012

∑ Yearsi
2018
2012

 

where Resiliency Scorei is a 0 to 100 score for the ith herd calculated using adjusted net 

farm income ratio as the resiliency measurement variable; Adj NFIit is the adjusted net 

farm income ratio for the ith herd in year t; Lowest Adj NFIt  is the lowest adjusted net 

farm income ratio for year t; Highest Adj NFIt is the highest adjusted net farm income 
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ratio for year t; and Yearsi is the number of years that the ith farm is in the study. For the 

Resiliency RROA Scorei a 0 to 100 score is generated for the ith herd, with the same 

fundamental calculations as Resiliency Scorei execpt the rate of return on asset is the 

variable used to measure resiliency. For both of the score methods, farms with a score of 

75 or higher are identified as resilient.  

 A third variable was created to measure resiliency that can highlight farms 

that were resilient under both the adjusted net farm income ratio and the rate of return on 

asset. This variable is called the resilient 16 identifies farms that are classified as resilient 

under the adjusted net farm income and rate of return on asset resiliency measures. The 

resilient 16 measure is an intermediate between the two measures to determine which 

aspects of farm characteristics affect both short and long-term resiliency. To determine 

farms that were resilient for both Resiliency Scorei and Resiliency RROA Scorei, scores 

were averaged across both measures:  

(16) Resilient 16 Scorei=
Resiliency Scorei + Resiliency RROA Scorei

2
. 

Resilient 16 Scorei is a 0 to 100 measure that determines which farms are resilient when 

measured using both the adjusted net farm income ratio and the rate of return on assets. 

The resilient 16 gets its name from the 16 farms that are resilient for both variable 

measures of resiliency.   

The resiliency indicator variable is a 0 or 1 binary indicator that provides information 

on whether a dairy is resilient or not. The resiliency indicator provides less information 
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than the resiliency score, which is a continuous variable, but there are more farms 

classified as resilient under the resiliency indicator. When the farm falls into a lower 

percentile, this does not negatively impact later resiliency indicator rankings. The 

resiliency score accounts for the farm’s performance as a whole across all years. The 

resiliency indicator views each year as a separate and equitable influence on resiliency. 

The resiliency indicator is calculated for all three measures of resiliency: 

(17) Adj NFI Indicatorit= {

 

1 if 75th Percentilet 

0
 

 (18) Resiliency Indicatori=1 if  ∑ Adj NFI Indicatorit 
2018
2012 >0.5 * ∑ Yearsi

2018
2012  

(19)RROA Indicatorit= {

 

1 if 75th Percentilet 

0 
 

(20) Resilient RROA Indicatori=1 if  ∑ RROA Indicatorit 
2018
2012 >0.5 * ∑ Yearsi

2018
2012   

(21) Resilient 16 Indicatori= {
1 if Resiliency Indicatori=1 & Res. RROA Indicatori=1 

0 
 

where in equation (17) Adj NFI Indicatorit is a 0 or 1 binary variable for the ith herd that 

assigns farms a 1 score if they fall into the 75th or higher percentile in year t and assigns a 

0 score if the farm was not resilient in year t. In equation (18), the Resiliency Indicatori is 

the final 0 to 1 variable for the ith farm where a 1 score means the farm is resilient if the 

sum of Adj NFI Rankit over t years is greater than 50% of Yearsi, the number of years 

that the ith farm is in the study.  
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The Resiliency RROA Indicatori  in equation (20) is the final 0 or 1 binary 

variable with a score of 1 indicating that the ith farm is resilient using RROA as the 

resiliency measurement variable and 0 represent that the farm was not resilient.  In 

equation (20) the Resilient 16 Indicatori a score of 1 identifies farms that were resilient 

for both the adjusted net farm income ratio and rate of return on assets resiliency 

indicator.  

 The use of the resiliency score and indicator methods allow for the sensitivity of 

the measures to be tested and determine how many farms are categorized as resilient 

under both methods. All six of the finalized resiliency score (equation 14, 15, 16) and 

indicator (equation 18, 20, 21) methods are dependent variables used to determine the 

impact of a variety of dairy attributes on the overall farm’s resiliency.  

Distinctions between Resilient and Non-Resilient Herds 

To ensure that the dependent variable is statistically different, a student t-test was 

conducted on resilient and non-resilient herds under each of the measures of resiliency 

for both the resiliency score and indicator. All of the resiliency measures are statistically 

different for resilient and non-resilient herds. This discussion will focus solely on the 

differences between non-resilient and resilient herds as measured by the adjusted net farm 

income resiliency indicator. However, similar results and discussion can occur for all of 

the resiliency measures. 

Resilient farms are smaller, with an average herd size of 84 cows (median 69 

cows). Only two resilient herds, under the adjusted net farm income ratio, had more than 
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200 cows. For non-resilient herds, the average herd size across all seven years was 223 

cows (median 122 cows) with seven non-resilient herds of more than 500 cows. Principal 

operators of resilient farms were younger than non-resilient farms. In 2017, the average 

age of a resilient farmer was 43 years old, a decade younger than the non-resilient 

farmers. Resilient farms were slightly less diversified than non-resilient farms. In 2017, 

83% of resilient farms were solely dairy, while 74% of the non-resilient dairy farms were 

exclusively dairy. Resilient farms had more acres of pasture and owned 7% more of the 

land rights they use in their dairy operation than non-resilient farms. 

Resilient farms were able to secure a stable income even when milk prices were 

extremely volatile.  As demonstrated in Figure 5, the darker shaded areas show the range 

of net farm income achieved for resilient farms each year and the light shaded area details 

the range experienced by non-resilient farms. The range of resilient net farm income has 

a narrow dispersion around the mean, which is opposite to what is experienced by the 

non-resilient dairies (represented in the lighter shade). Resilient farms are willing to trade 

off increased net farm income when milk prices are high to avoid losses when milk prices 

are depressed. From 2012 to 2015, resilient farms experienced no losses in net farm 

income. In comparison, 36% of non-resilient farms received negative net farm income in 

2015. When making this tradeoff, resilient farms experience more stability by limiting 

their potential losses, but also limit their net gains. While no resilient farms experienced 

negative farm income in 2015, 48% of non-resilient farms achieved a higher net farm 

income greater than the highest netting resilient dairy (~ $171,000). During sustained low 
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milk prices, resilient farms remained profitable while non-resilient farms, on average, 

suffered a net loss. 

 

Figure 5: Maximum and Minimum Net Farm Income for Resilient and Non-resilient 

Dairies, 2012-2018 

Dairy farmers experienced a downturn in milk prices from 2014 to 2018, despite 

sustained depressed milk prices, resilient farms remained profitable.  In 2018, resilient 

herds had an average net farm income of $48,605, while non-resilient herds had a loss of 

$69,908. Low milk prices were detrimental to the profits of non-resilient farms. Over 

73% of non-resilient farms suffered from negative net farm income in 2018, which is 

significantly higher than the 9% of resilient herds that had negative net farm income. The 

ability for resilient farms to remain profitable after four years of low prices will be further 

explored through econometric analysis to capture the multi-faceted effects of 

management across resilient dairies.  
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Accounting for the differences in herd size, resilient farms received higher net 

farm income per cow (Figure 6). The difference between net farm income per cow 

received by resilient and non-resilient herds widened from 2015 to 2018 due to the 

sustained low milk prices. Resilient herds are better at managing potential losses while 

increasing the efficiency of net gains per cow. Because of the differences in managerial 

and farm strategies among resilient and non-resilient farms, this study can analyze the 

unique characteristics of resilient farms and create recommendations about how to 

increase their profit margin during long periods of depressed prices. 

 

Figure 6: Net Farm Income per Cow for Resilient and Non-Resilient Dairies and 

Minnesota Milk Prices, 2012-2018 

Explanation of Independent Variable Selection 

Previous literature was consulted to determine which facets of a farm affect 

resiliency and the relationship that exists between these characteristic and resilient farms. 

Selected variables of interest are separated into four categories: human resources, animal 
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health measures, herd structure, and financial indicators. Categories were created to 

group variables by similar managerial tasks and determine which managerial aspects are 

most influential on resiliency.  

Human Resources   

 Human capital is a fundamental aspect of any business; the success and 

profitability of a farm are ultimately a deviation of a manager’s ability to make effective 

decisions. The age of the principal operator, educational level, and the number of 

operators have all been associated with farm inefficiencies (Gloy et al. 2002). As the 

primary operator’s age increases, so does their institutional knowledge, leading many to 

believe that older farmers should have higher profits. However, there exists a negative 

relationship between age and farm income (Stefanides & Tauer, 1999; Haden & Johnson, 

1989), but the significance of the relationship between the age of the primary farmer and 

income remains disputed (Gloy et al., 2002).  Additionally, Age might affect willingness 

to adopt new technologies and management practices on the operation. A $0.15 increase 

in total costs per hundredweight is reported for each additional year of farmer’s age due 

to differences associated with technology adoption (Khanal & Gillespie, 2013).  

 Another way farms can increase their human capital is through secondary 

operators, hired labor, and education. Increasing the number of operators on a farm 

provides additional perspectives, but does not guarantee that farms will achieve higher 

income. The number of operators on a farm has a negative relationship with net farm 

income (Gloy et al., 2002).  Labor per cow has the second-highest impact (milk yield was 
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the highest) on the economic performance of farms (Wilson, 2011), farms that can 

acquire cheaper labor or use less labor per cow had higher overall profits (Gloy et al., 

2002).  Minnesota farmer’s educational level did not affect the net farm income 

(Holcomb, 2011). Farmers that participate in farm business educational training are more 

likely to make changes to their operations, and these changes are associated with 

increases in profitability (Kilpatrick, 2000).  

Age of the principle operator, if the farm had a second-generation operator, hired 

labor per cow, and education are all included as independent variables in this study. Age 

is expected to hurt resiliency. Overtime age will have diminishing returns to the farm’s 

profitability. The squared age of the principal operator is included as an independent 

variable to determine at what age farmers receive the highest returns to their operation. 

Resilient farms are expected to manage their labor more efficiently, reducing the overall 

expense and labor per cow. A negative relationship is expected between the number of 

operators, including the second generation, and hired labor per cow for resilient farms. 

To measure education, the Dairy Initiatives variable is a 0 or 1 variable that indicates 

whether a farm participates in the Minnesota Dairy Initiative program that is designed to 

provide education around enhancing the dairy’s profitability (Minnesota Dairy Initiative, 

2019).  Since the Dairy Initiatives program is designed to boost profitabilty, this proxy 

for education is expected to have a positive relationship with farm resiliency.  
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Animal Health Measures 

Dairy profitability is profoundly affected by the health and milk production of the 

herd. Quality of milk contributed to 7.5% of the total variation in income over feed costs 

and was the most influential factor for dairy farm profitability, according to Atzori et al. 

(2013). Milk quality plays a vital role in the overall profitability. Farms with lower 

yields, but high-quality milk were able to achieve similar levels of profitability as farms 

who solely focused on attaining high milk yields (Atzori et al., 2013). Milk fat was found 

to be the most significant component for increasing milk quality and farm efficiency 

(Gal, 2013). While farm profits are a derivative of both milk yields and milk quality, the 

crucial factor to increasing milk prices remains milk quality (Wilson, 2011).  

Feed intake is closely tied to milk production; cows who produce greater volumes of 

milk require more energy intake in the form of increased feed (Balaine et al., 1981). 

Additionally, daily feed intake is an indicator of genetic health status, as deviations in the 

daily feed from the average is associated with increased death (Berghof et al., 2018). 

Culling decisions require farmers to consider current cow expenses and future 

opportunity costs. Culling a cow too late can lead to a loss of profitability while culling a 

cow too soon can limit the returns to investment (Cady, 2005).  Increasing cow longevity 

through improved herd health and reduced culling increases farm profitability (De Vries, 

2013).  

 Milk production, percentage fat, percentage protein, feed costs per cow, death rate, 

and culling rate are included as independent variables.  Given the importance of milk 
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quality on long-term farm profitability (Atzori et al., 2013; Gal, 2013), a positive 

relationship is expected for the percentage of fat and percentage of protein on farm 

resiliency. The impact and significance of milk production on farm resiliency is 

uncertain. Given that feed costs are the largest daily expense, resilient farms would be 

expected to have lower feed costs per cow. A decrease in both the death rate and culling 

rate are standard signals of improved animal health and increased animal longevity (De 

Vries, 2013). Therefore, a negative relationship is expected for the death rate and culling 

rate on farm resiliency.  

Herd Structure 

Herd size profoundly affects dairy resources and farm management. Larger herds 

have economies of scale, allowing for intensive use of significant capital investments, 

while smaller herd sizes provide managers with more intimate knowledge of each cow in 

their herd. Previous literature has not reached a consensus on the effects of herd size on 

profitability. Several studies have estimated that farm size had a positive impact on 

profitability (Colman et al., 2004; Gloy et al., 2002; Wilson, 2011). While Hanrahan et al. 

(2018) found that an increase in herd size was associated with lower net profits for dairy 

operations. 

 Exceeding breakeven costs are essential to the success and profitability of a farm. 

Income from cows typically exceeds heifer-raising expenses within the first two 

lactations, but the time of achieving breakeven can vary from the first to sixth lactation 

(Boulton et al., 2017).  Beyond just meeting breakeven costs, cows have to produce 
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enough profits to make up for losses from non-profitable animals and overhead costs 

(Boulton et al., 2017).   

There is contradicting literature surrounding the impact of herd size on profitability 

(Colman et al., 2004; Wilson, 2011; Hanrahan et al., 2018). For this study, resilient herds 

tend to be smaller than non-resilient herds, and only two herd that was classified as 

resilient had greater than 200 cows. Resilient herds had an average herd size of 89 cows 

(median of 72 cows) in 2017 while non-resilient herds were much larger with an average 

herd size of 227 cows (median of 140 cows) in 2017. Given the size difference of 

resilient farms, it is expecting that smaller herds are more likely to be resilient. It is 

expected that the higher the percentage of cows that achieve breakeven at any lactation, 

the more resilient the herd. Herd size, acres per cow, percentage of cows that reached 

their breakeven in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd lactation were included as variables of interest for 

the herd structure group. 

Financial Indicators 

 The key performance indicators of resilient dairies were found to be technical and 

financial efficiencies (Shadbolt et al., 2017). In Shadbolt et al.’s (2017) study of resilient 

New Zealand dairies, liquidity and solvency were not dominating factors of resiliency but 

were able to help differentiate farms that ranked high on the resiliency index. 

 For this study, a single but influential measure of liquidity and solvency were 

selected to determine the impact of farm financials on resiliency. Only one measure was 

used to reduce correlation. However, multiple variables were tested before selecting 
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working capital per cow (liquidity) and debt-to-asset ratio (solvency) as the financial 

variables of interest for this analysis. Insufficient liquidity can be an indicator of strained 

cash management and inabilities to pay liabilities; therefore, working capital is expected 

to be positively related to resilience. There is a statistically significant and positive 

relationship between the debt-to-asset ratio and long-term farm profitability (Gloy et al., 

2002). An increase in the debt-to-asset ratio is not necessarily a warning of financial 

concern but could indicate a lender’s trust in the operation’s ability to take on additional 

financing.  Therefore, the debt-to-asset ratio is expected to have a positive relationship 

with farm resiliency. 

 Farmers also wanted to understand the impact that interest expense has on farm 

resiliency. The interest expense per cow is the payable interest that the farm has their 

farm debt. Having less loans decreases a farms interest expense and may signal that 

farmers are able to fund their operation through the profits generated instead of needing a 

operating loan. Farmers who have a strong credit history may also receive lower interest 

loans leading to a decrease in the interest expense per cow. Dairies that lenders are 

concerned about their financial position may have to accept higher interest loans to attain 

capital. Therefore, farms with lower interest expense per cow are expected to be more 

resilient.  

Descriptive Statistics of Econometric Model Variables 

Before describing the descriptive statistics of the econometric model variables, 

there should be a statistical difference between the non-resilient and resilient herds for all 
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of the variables. The student’s t-tests are reported in Table 7 for all six resiliency 

measures and methods, as well as the breakeven lactations reported for the three 

weighting mechanisms.  An absolute value greater than two indicates that there is strong 

evidence of a statistical difference of means for all of our variables of interest between 

the resilient and non-resilient groups. For the majority of models, the t-tests are greater 

than two, which indicates a statistical difference between the resilient and non-resilient 

farms. There are a few characteristics (second generation, percentage of fat, percentage of 

protein, feed costs per cow, cull rate, acres per cow, production group weighted 

percentage that achieved breakeven in lactation three, and percentage achieved breakeven 

in lactation one under volume of production weighting) that have less than an absolute 

value of two. Most of these characteristics are not statistically different for only one of 

the six models. For consistency in the regressions, these characteristics are included in 

the models. However, it is essential to note that these specific characteristics are not 

statistically different from their non-resilient herds.   

Descriptive statistics are presented for the resilient and non-resilient farms across 

the resiliency score (Table 8) and resiliency indicator models (Table 9). The first column 

is a measure across all cows, which is consistent no matter the resiliency measured used. 

The tables show the summary statistics for resilient and non-resilient cows when the 

adjusted net farm income ratio is used to measure resiliency. Appendix A has a 

continuation of Table 8 and Table 9 with the summary stats for the resilient and non-

resilient herds as measured by the rate of return on asset and resilient 16 measurements. 
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Since each measure is classifying similar, but different, herds as resilient, the summary 

statistics are comparable across models for resilient and non-resilient herds.  
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Table 7: T-Stats Comparison between Resilient and Non-Resilient Farms 

   Resiliency Score Resiliency Indicator 

Variable  

Adjusted Net 

Farm 

Income 

RROA Resilient 16 
Adjusted Net 

Farm Income 
RROA Resilient 16 

Human Resources 

Age of Operator 107.123 3.146 91.996 118.136 8.144 103.523 

Age of Operator 

Squared 104.754 -3.625 87.730 114.832 3.845 101.297 

Second Generation 9.242 -1.862 28.547 -3.717 -38.065 1.682 

Dairy Initiative -130.000 -19.489 -59.981 -130.000 -87.740 -130.000 

Hired Labor per 

Cow 132.661 61.167 84.327 141.124 47.251 116.735 

Animal Health 

Milk Production 30.124 -6.639 8.728 41.332 4.973 31.800 

% Fat -1.263 7.771 -4.551 -5.152 24.876 -2.384 

% Protein -6.079 -5.474 1.150 -4.593 -2.621 -7.004 

Feed Costs per Cow 49.236 -12.949 35.975 64.623 0.995 54.398 

Death Rate 23.029 -9.490 7.457 7.939 59.180 -8.682 

Cull Rate -1.982 -4.440 3.265 -15.775 51.583 2.110 

Herd Structure 

Herd size 102.405 25.672 66.042 101.600 -25.991 82.271 

Acres per Cow -28.060 14.523 5.929 -16.924 30.225 1.844 

%of Crop Acres 

Owned  -22.970 74.656 20.181 -26.023 67.932 -10.541 

EW % Breakeven 

in Lac 1 6.721 19.251 26.690 32.027 -8.369 35.818 
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Table 7 Continued: T-Stats Comparison between Resilient and Non-Resilient Farms 

   Resiliency Score Resiliency Indicator 

Variable  

Adjusted Net 

Farm Income 
RROA Resilient 16 

Adjusted Net 

Farm Income 
RROA 

Resilient 

16 

EW % Breakeven in 

Lac 2 2.395 -15.094 28.968 -6.737 -39.258 -1.107 

EW % Breakeven in 

Lac 3  -20.668 30.007 -4.992 -34.595 18.227 -30.146 

PW % Breakeven in 

Lac 1 30.503 42.721 41.215 37.830 -79.526 36.920 

PW % Breakeven in 

Lac 2 -25.070 -27.691 10.000 -42.295 5.455 -27.103 

PW % Breakeven in 

Lac 3 -33.294 0.907 -6.257 -41.010 21.826 -36.920 

VW % Breakeven in 

Lac 1 -1.240 17.762 4.401 14.963 -10.902 17.464 

VW % Breakeven in 

Lac 2 -39.603 -3.261 -29.915 -43.606 -2.330 -28.923 

VW % Breakeven in 

Lac 3 -12.882 -48.919 -7.512 -24.760 -21.037 -29.422 

Financial Ratios 

Debt to Asset Ratio -5.518 12.191 -56.399 -11.473 12.945 -18.847 

Working Capital per 

Cow -36.039 -10.771 -21.409 -18.606 14.166 28.601 

Interest Expense per 

Cow 
36.356 80.975 45.686 29.886 42.330 15.813 
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Table 8: Summary Statistics for Resiliency Score Measures 

 

 

    Adjusted NFI Ratio 
 All Cows Resilient Farms Non-Resilient Farms 
 N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev 

Resiliency Measures 

Adjusted NFI 

Ratio 
80,284 49.464 21.841 10,129 86.608 6.823 70,155 44.102 17.641 

RROA 80,284 48.970 18.210       

Resilient 16 80284 49.220 18.420       

Human Resources 

Age of Operator 80,284 54.232 10.737 10,129 44.238 9.514 70,155 55.674 10.118 

Age of Operator 

Squared 
80,284 3056.359 1105.426 10,129 2047.537 809.635 70,155 3202.013 1065.648 

Second 

Generation 
80,284 0.812 0.391 10,129 0.778 0.416 70,155 0.816 0.387 

Dairy Initiative 79,767 0.190 0.393 10,129 0.616 0.486 69,638 0.128 0.334 

Hired Labor per 

Cow 
78,737 45193.200 29058.840 10,078 12774.940 15130.690 68,659 49951.660 27529.200 

Animal Health 

Milk 

Production 
80,284 20447.340 8820.564 10,129 17975.880 8305.434 70,155 20804.170 8835.601 

% Fat 75,572 3.836 0.566 9,545 3.843 0.557 66,027 3.835 0.568 

% Protein 76,808 3.100 0.255 9,674 3.115 0.259 67,134 3.098 0.254 

Feed Costs per 

Cow 
78,659 2167.431 420.402 10,078 1977.806 443.245 68,581 2195.297 409.610 

Death Rate 80,284 4.590 2.780 10,129 4.010 3.390 70,155 4.670 2.680 

Cull Rate 80,284 31.220 8.560 10,129 31.580 9.040 70,155 31.160 8.490 

Herd Structure 

Herd size 80,284 372.842 298.821 10,129 105.536 55.488 70,155 411.435 299.893 

Acres per Cow 78,061 2.654 1.780 8,729 3.155 1.576 69,332 2.591 1.795 

%of Crop Acres 

Owned 
80,284 27.810 30.510 10,129 34.300 39.400 70,155 26.880 28.880 
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Table 8 Continued: Summary Statistics for Resiliency Score Measures 

 

 

 

   Adjusted NFI Ratio 

 All Cows Resilient Farms Non-Resilient Farms 

 N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev 

EW % Lac 1 

Breakeven 
72,463 12.590 9.870 8,715 11.930 9.220 63,748 12.690 9.950 

EW % Lac 2 

Breakeven 
79,793 38.200 15.470 10,129 37.860 15.140 69,664 38.250 15.510 

EW % Lac 3 

Breakeven 
78,543 11.340 7.480 9,785 12.800 7.500 68,758 11.140 7.460 

PW % Lac 1 

Breakeven 
76,174 20.590 18.130 9,345 15.260 12.470 66,829 21.330 18.670 

PW % Lac 2 

Breakeven 
79,793 29.780 13.050 10,129 32.800 13.210 69,664 29.340 12.970 

PW % Lac 3 

Breakeven 
78,034 10.130 6.740 9,850 12.220 7.420 68,184 9.820 6.580 

VW % Lac 1 

Breakeven 
50,147 7.540 9.890 6,853 7.680 6.270 43,294 7.520 10.340 

VW % Lac 2 

Breakeven 
77,031 25.920 16.330 10,015 31.890 16.900 67,016 25.030 16.050 

VW % Lac 3 

Breakeven 
77,280 17.060 10.850 9,876 18.370 10.880 67,404 16.870 10.830 

Financial Ratios 

Debt to Asset 

Ratio 
78,227 45.702 26.033 9,012 47.125 24.535 78,227 45.702 26.033 

Working 

Capital per 

Cow 

80,284 1074.944 1420.803 10,129 1546.736 2667.505 80,284 1074.944 1420.803 

Interest 

Expense per 

Cow 

79,995 200.041 171.629 10,129 142.573 155.073 69,866 208.373 172.316 
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Table 9: Summary Statistics for Resiliency Indicator Measures 

        Adjusted NFI Ratio 

 All Cows Resilient Farms Non-Resilient Farms 

  N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev 

Resiliency Measures 

Adjusted NFI Ratio 80,284 0.13 0.33 10,138 1.00 0.00 70,146 0.000 0.00 

RROA 80,284 0.24 0.42          
Resilient 16 80,284 0.10 0.30          

Human Resources 

Age of Operator 80,284 54.23 10.74 10,138 43.36 9.16 70,146 55.80 10.01 

Age of Operator 

Squared 80,284 3,056.36 1,105.43 10,138 1,964.20 775.31 70,146 3,214.21 1,055.65 

Second Generation 80,284 0.81 0.39 10,138 0.83 0.38 70,146 0.81 0.39 

Dairy Initiative 79,767 0.19 0.39 10,138 0.62 0.49 69,629 0.13 0.33 

Hired Labor per 

Cow 78,737 45,193.20 29,058.84 10,053 11,065.54 13,322.23 68,684 50,188.33 27,324.18 

Animal Health 

Milk Production 80,284 20,447.34 8,820.56 10,138 17,098.28 8,011.70 70,146 20,931.38 8,826.99 

% Fat 75,572 3.84 0.57 9,520 3.86 0.54 66,052 3.83 0.57 

% Protein 76,808 3.10 0.25 9,647 3.11 0.26 67,161 3.10 0.25 

Feed Costs per Cow 78,659 2,167.43 420.40 10,053 1,920.84 460.61 68,606 2,203.57 401.66 

Death Rate 80,284 4.59 2.79 10,138 4.39 3.41 70,146 4.62 2.68 

Cull Rate 80,284 31.22 8.56 10,138 32.47 9.48 70,146 31.04 8.40 

Herd Structure 

Herd size 80,284 372.84 298.82 10,138 107.53 57.66 70,146 411.19 300.13 

Acres per 

Cow 78,061 2.65 1.78 8,616 2.96 1.79 69,445 2.62 1.78 

% of Crop 

Acres Owned  80,284 27.81 30.51 10,138 35.15 37.19 70,146 26.75 29.27 

EW % Lac 1 

Breakeven 72,463 12.59 9.87 8,660 9.43 6.17 63,803 13.02 10.19 
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Table 9 Continued: Summary Statistics for Resiliency Indicator Measures 

  

 

 

 
 Adjusted Net Farm Income Ratio 

 
All Cows Resilient Farms Non-Resilient Farms 

  N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev 

EW % Lac 2 

Breakeven 79,793 38.20 15.47 10,074 39.17 14.19 69,719 38.06 15.64 

EW % Lac 3 

Breakeven 78,543 11.34 7.48 9,847 13.76 6.97 68,696 11.00 7.49 

PW % Lac 1 

Breakeven 76,174 20.59 18.13 9,284 13.98 11.64 66,890 21.50 18.68 

PW % Lac 2 

Breakeven 79,793 29.78 13.05 10,079 34.86 12.85 69,714 29.04 12.91 

PW % Lac 3 

Breakeven 78,034 10.13 6.74 9,768 12.71 7.15 68,266 9.76 6.59 

VW % Lac 1 

Breakeven 
50,147 7.54 9.89 

7,142 5.93 4.87 43,005 7.81 10.46 

VW % Lac 2 

Breakeven 
77,031 25.92 16.33 

10,149 32.43 16.20 66,882 24.93 16.12 

VW % Lac 3 

Breakeven 
77,280 17.06 10.85 

9,832 19.58 9.82 67,448 16.69 10.94 

Financial Ratios 

Debt to Asset 

Ratio 78,227 45.70 26.03 9,119 48.64 21.58 69,108 45.31 26.54 

Working 

Capital per 

Cow 80,284 1,074.94 1,420.80 10,138 1,319.83 2,523.19 70,146 1,039.55 1,174.93 

Interest 

Expense per 

Cow 

79,995.000 200.04 171.63 10,138.000 152.70 166.90 69,857 206.91 171.22 
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Regression Models 

A fixed-effect regression model was implemented to estimate the relationship 

between human resources, animal health, herd structure, and financial indicators 

characteristics on farm resiliency. A two-stage least-squares model is used to address 

concerns of endogeneity between independent variables and farm resiliency. The model 

was an unbalanced panel as cows were continually entering and exiting the herd from 

2012 to 2018. The average length of time for a cow in the dataset across all herds was 

two years and three months.  The following models were estimated for all six measures of 

resiliency:  

(22) Resiliency Score
jiki 

 

 
= f(Human Resources, Animal Health,  Herd Structure, 

Financial Indicator )+εnit 

(23) Resiliency Indicator
jiki 

 

 
= f(Human Resources, Animal Health,  Herd Structure, 

Financial Indicator ) +εnit 

where  Resiliency Score
jiki 

 

 
is a function of farm characteristics on the 0 to 100 resiliency 

score where ji =1 is resiliency measured using the adjusted net farm income ration, ji =2 is 

the rate of return on asset resiliency measure, and ji =3 is the resilient 16 measure. Where 

ki =1 is equal weighting, ki =2 is weighted by production groups, and ki =3 is weighted by 

volume of production. The Resiliency Indicatorjiki 
 

 
is a function of the farm 

characteristics on a binary 0 or 1 measure of resiliency across all weighting methods and 

resiliency measurements. Human Resources are the human resource variables for the 
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herd; 𝐴nimal Health are the animal health measures for each cow; Farm Structure is the 

farm structure independent variables for the herd; Financial Indicator are the financial 

variables; and 𝜀𝑛𝑖𝑡  is the error term. These regressions were estimated to determine the 

impact of a multitude of farm characteristics on resiliency. The use of multiple measures 

of resiliency is required to get a substantial understanding of how both farm management 

and financials affect resiliency over time as well as how weighting farm financials 

changes the impact of characteristics on resiliency.  
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VII.  Results 

The impact of farm characteristics on resiliency was estimated using the three-

weighting mechanism for the resiliency score (Table 11) and resiliency indicator (Table 

12) methods. Since each of these models are testing similar but not identical measures, 

there will be differences in the magnitudes, direction, and significance between the 

models. Table 10 provides a detailed listing of the acronyms used to discern between the 

models. The discrepancies between models provides information on the impact of the 

variables of interest on farm resiliency across the weighting mechanisms and help 

identify the best model to use in future research.  

Table 10: Description of Model Acronyms 

Measure of Resiliency 
Weighting Method 

Resiliency 

Score or 

Indicator Acronym 

Adjusted Net Farm Income Ratio Equal  Score Adj NFIEW
S  

Adjusted Net Farm Income Ratio Production Groups Score Adj NFIPW
S  

Adjusted Net Farm Income Ratio Volume of Production Score Adj NFIVW
S  

Rate of Return on Asset Equal  Score RROAEW
S  

Rate of Return on Asset Production Groups Score RROAPW
S  

Rate of Return on Asset Volume of Production Score RROAVW
S  

Resilient 16 Equal  Score 16EW
S  

Resilient 16 Production Groups Score 16PW
S  

Resilient 16 Volume of Production Score 16VW
S  

Adjusted Net Farm Income Ratio Equal  Indicator Adj NFIEW
I  

Adjusted Net Farm Income Ratio Production Groups Indicator Adj NFIPW
I  

Adjusted Net Farm Income Ratio Volume of Production Indicator Adj NFIVW
I  

Rate of Return on Asset Equal  Indicator RROAEW
I  

Rate of Return on Asset Production Groups Indicator RROAPW
I  

Rate of Return on Asset Volume of Production Indicator RROAVW
I  

Resilient 16 Equal  Indicator 16EW
I  

Resilient 16 Production Groups Indicator 16PW
I  

Resilient 16 Volume of Production Indicator 16VW
I  
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Table 11: Regression Results for Resiliency Score 

  Adjusted Net Farm Income RROA Resilient 16 

 EW PW VW EW PW VW EW PW VW 

Intercept 
64.353** 71.117** 91.627** 94.55** 102.192** 127.377** 79.451** 86.655** 109.502** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Human Resources 

Age of 

Operator 

0.075 -0.385** -1.133** -2.126** -2.462** -3.299** -1.026** -1.424** -2.216** 

0.185 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Age of 

Operator 

Squared 

-0.001 0.004** 0.01** 0.021** 0.024** 0.032** 0.01** 0.014** 0.021** 

0.355 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Second 

Generation 

-12.414** -11.438** -11.124** -2.356** -2.111** -2.819** -7.385** -6.774** -6.972** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Dairy 

Initiative 

18.677** 18.865** 22.025** 13.651** 13.987** 16.005** 16.164** 16.426** 19.015** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Hired Labor 

per Cow 

-0.0003** -0.0003** -0.0003** -0.0002** -0.0002** -0.0003** -0.0003** -0.0003** -0.0003** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Animal Health Measures 

Milk 

Production 

0.00006** 0.00007** -0.00001 -0.00001 -0.00004** -0.00003** 0.00002** 0.00002** -0.00002** 

<0.001 <0.001 0.234 0.105 <0.001 0.001 0.002 0.035 0.018 

% Fat 
2.539** 3.000** 0.583** 2.03** 2.216** 0.227 2.285** 2.608** 0.405** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.093 <0.001 <0.001 0.003 

% Protein 
0.882** -0.188 1.458** -4.963** -6.123** -2.674** -2.041** -3.155** -0.608 

0.003 0.544 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.056 

Feed Costs 

per Cow 

0.001** 0.001** 0.006** 0.005** 0.005** 0.006** 0.003** 0.003** 0.006** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

 Death Rate 
0.604** 0.255** 0.727** 0.855** 0.535** 0.699** 0.73** 0.395** 0.713** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
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Table 11 Continued: Regression Results for Resiliency Score 
 

 Adjusted Net Farm Income RROA Resilient 16 

 EW PW VW EW PW VW EW PW VW 

Cull Rate 
-0.463** -0.331** -0.315** -0.267** -0.189** -0.181** -0.365** -0.26** -0.248** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Herd Structure 

Herd size 
0.007** 0.01** 0.013** 0.019** 0.022** 0.023** 0.013** 0.016** 0.018** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Acres per 

Cow  

1.611** 1.2** -0.463** 0.829** 0.549** -1.473** 1.22** 0.874** -0.968** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

% Crop Acres 

Owned 

0.103** 0.099** 0.101** 0.013** 0.013** -0.01** 0.058** 0.056** 0.046** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

% Breakeven 

in Lac 1 

-0.11** 0.091** 0.081** -0.255** 0.033** -0.213** -0.182** 0.062** -0.066** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

% Breakeven 

in Lac 2 

0.144** 0.04** 0.215** 0.177** 0.13** 0.152** 0.161** 0.085** 0.183** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

% Breakeven 

in Lac 3 

-0.342** 0.21** -0.078** -0.492** -0.202** -0.008 -0.417** 0.004 -0.043** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.302 <0.001 0.729 <0.001 

Financial Indicators   

Debt to Asset 

Ratio 

-0.042** -0.046** -0.266** 0.233** 0.217** 0.047** 0.095** 0.085** -0.11** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Working 

Capital per 

Cow 

-0.002** -0.002** -0.003** 0.003** 0.002** 0.002** 0.001** 0.0004** -0.001** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Interest 

Expense Per 

Cow 

-0.051** -0.051** -0.029** -0.024** -0.027** -0.005** -0.038** -0.039** -0.017** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Notes: Standard errors in parenthesis, ** P<0.05 
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Table 12: Regression Results for Resiliency Indicator 

  Adjusted Net Farm Income RROA Resilient 16 

 EW PW VW EW PW VW EW PW VW 

Intercept 
0.782** 0.761** 0.687** 1.118** 1.194** 1.271** 0.887** 0.895** 0.67** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Human Resources 

Age of 

Operator 

-0.007** -0.009** -0.005** -0.039** -0.05** -0.045** -0.011** -0.014** -0.001 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.284 

Age of 

Operator 

Squared 

0.00002** 0.00004** 0.000001 0.0004** 0.001** 0.001** 0.00006** 0.00009** -0.00002** 

0.002 <0.001 0.921 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.025 

Second 

Generation 

-0.029** -0.016** -0.017** 0.15** 0.122** 0.162** -0.063** -0.051** -0.054** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Dairy 

Initiative 

0.321** 0.32** 0.361** 0.393** 0.4** 0.404** 0.284** 0.283** 0.29** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Hired Labor 

per Cow 

-0.000003** -0.000003** -0.000003** -0.000007** -0.000006** -0.000005** -0.000003** -0.000003** -0.000003** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Animal Health Measures 

Milk 

Production 

-0.000003** -0.000003** -0.000003** -0.000004** -0.000004** -0.000002** -0.0000012** -0.000002** -0.000002** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

% Fat 
0.023** 0.028** 0.021** -0.06** -0.053** -0.069** 0.014** 0.02** 0.011** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

% Protein 
-0.05** -0.065** -0.057** 0.076** 0.044** 0.034** -0.032** -0.042** -0.038** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Feed Costs 

per Cow 

-0.00008** -0.00007** 0.000001 0.000006 0.00004** 0.0001** -0.00007** -0.00006** -0.00003** 

<0.001 <0.001 0.707 0.113 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

 Death Rate 
-0.004** -0.005** -0.002** -0.017** -0.015** -0.025** 0.003** 0.0007** 0.002** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.025 <0.001 
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Table 12 Continued: Regression Results for Resiliency Indicator 
 

 Adjusted Net Farm Income RROA Resilient 16 

 EW PW VW EW PW VW EW PW VW 

Cull Rate 
0.002** 0.001** 0.001** -0.004** 0.002** -0.002** -0.001** -0.003** -0.001** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.003 <0.001 

Herd Structure 

Herd size 
0.00005** 0.00008** -0.00001 0.001** 0.001** 0.0005** 0.000003 0.00002** -0.00006** 

<0.001 <0.001 0.056 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.624 0.008 <0.001 

Acres per 

Cow  

-0.006** -0.004** -0.035** 0.011** -0.009** -0.027** -0.01** -0.012** -0.029** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

% Crop 

Acres 

Owned 

0.0002** 0.0003** -0.00003 -0.001** -0.001** -0.002** -0.0001** -0.0002** -0.00003 

<0.001 <0.001 0.446 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.008 <0.001 0.549 

% 

Breakeven 

in Lac 1 

-0.003** -0.0001 -0.004** 0.000002 0.007** 0.003** -0.002** -0.0003** -0.005** 

<0.001 0.152 <0.001 0.989 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

% 

Breakeven 

in Lac 2 

0.002** 0.003** 0.005** 0.005** 0.0002 0.002** 0.002** 0.002** 0.003** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.095 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

% 

Breakeven 

in Lac 3 

-0.0001 0.003** -0.003** -0.003** 0.008** 0.002** -0.0002 0.003** -0.002** 

0.539 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.142 <0.001 <0.001 

Financial Indicators   
Debt to 

Asset 

Ratio 

0.001** 0.001** 0.001** -0.0001 -0.0003** 0.003** 0.001** 0.001** 0.002** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.112 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Working 

Capital 

per Cow 

-0.00002** -0.00002** -0.00003** -0.00002** -0.00002** -0.000006** -0.00002** -0.00002** -0.00003** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.002 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Interest 

Expense 

Per Cow 

-0.0004** -0.0004** -0.001** -0.0003** -0.0003** -0.001** -0.0003** -0.0003** -0.001** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Notes: Standard errors in parenthesis, ** P<0.05 
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Effect of Human Resources on Resiliency 

Human resource characteristics have the most consistent impact on the resiliency 

score for all three weighting mechanisms. An additional year of age for the primary 

operator was associated with a 0.38 (Adj NFIPW
S ) to 3.30 (ROAVW

S
) percentage point 

decrease in the farm’s resiliency score (Table 11). The differences in signs between the 

age of operator and age of operator squared indicate that farmers initially receive 

benefits from getting older, but overtime aging results in negative returns to farm 

resiliency. Across all of the resiliency score models, the oldest optimal age was 52 years 

old (ROAPW
S

), and farmers below that age may receive benefits from an additional year of 

age, although these benefits are not reflected in the results given the percentage of 

farmers older than 52 in the study.  

The impact of age and the age of operator squared on the resiliency indicator 

complements the results found under the resiliency score method. Each additional year of 

age decreased the likelihood that a farm was resilient by 0.5% (Adj. NFIVW
S ) to 4.5% 

(ROAVW
S

).  Younger farmers may still receive positive returns to farm resiliency given 

that the optimal age for returns to scale was in their early 50s; however, an increase in the 

farmer’s age is negatively correlated with farm resiliency.  

The inclusion of a second-generation operator was associated with a large, 

significant decrease in the farm resiliency score across all of the models. This does not 

necessarily mean that farms that do not have the second generation working on their 

operation are less resilient, there were resilient farms that did have the second-generation 
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as an operator. However, the inclusion of an additional operator requires income to be 

divided between two households, which affects the long-term profitability and 

management strategies of farms. It is important to note that a much higher percentage of 

non-resilient farms in the study have the second generation working on the operation.  

Analyzing the second-generation variable on the resiliency indicator furthers the 

discussion around the impacts of the next generation working on the family operation and 

farm resiliency. Under the adjusted net farm income ratio (Adj NFII) and the resilient 16 

farms (16I) resiliency indicator, the inclusion of the second generation also had a negative 

impact on the farm resiliency indicator. However, the resiliency indicator, as measured 

by the rate of return on assets (RROAI), found a positive correlation between resiliency 

and the second generation. The rate of return on assets is a long run analysis point for 

farm resiliency, and is less malleable to year-over-year changes. The RROA indicator 

implies that over the long term, the inclusion of the second generation could increase 

farm resiliency. In the short run however, the benefits from the inclusion of a second-

generation operator on the farm does not increase resiliency. While the inclusion of the 

second generation on the farm may increase the farm’s long-term resiliency, it is a 

multifaceted commitment that requires careful consideration around the division of farm 

income, the long-term farm transition goals, and family/business dynamics.  

Seeking out educational opportunities had the most significant impact on farm 

resiliency. The Dairy Initiative variable, which serves as a proxy for education, had a 

large positive association with resiliency across all models. Farmers who partook in the 

Dairy Initiate program were associated with 13.65 (ROAEW
S

) to 22.03 (Adj NFIVW
S ) 
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percentage point increases in their resiliency score.  Using the indicator model, 

participating in the Dairy Initiative program increased the likelihood of being a resilient 

farm by 28.3% (16PW
I

) to 40.4% (ROAVW
I

). Farmers that want to increase their farm’s 

resiliency should consider taking advantage of educational opportunities given the large, 

significant impact that the education proxy had for all models and measures of resiliency.  

Increases in hired labor per cow had a minimal, negative impact on both 

resiliency score and the resiliency indicator. There was not financial justification for the 

amount of hired labor affecting farm resiliency. At its most impactful, a $1,000 increase 

in the hired labor per cow is associated with less than a 0.3 percentage point decrease in 

the farm resiliency score.  

Effect of Animal Health Measures on Resiliency 

Resilient Minnesota dairy farms respond to incentives; they place greater value on 

the quality of the milk components over milk quantity. Class III milk is used in the 

production of cheese and other dairy products high in butterfat and provides financial 

incentives for a higher percentage of fat more than the quantity of milk (USDA, 2019).  

An increase in the quantity of milk produced by each cow only had a minimal impact on 

farm resiliency. Increasing the quantity of milk produced by 100 lbs. led to a negligible 

change of a -0.0002 (16VW
S

) to 0.00007 (Adj NFIPW
S ) percentage points in the resiliency 

score.  

The quality of milk, as measured by the percentage of fat and protein, had a 

statistically significant impact on the resiliency score. The percentage of fat had the 
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largest positive impact on all of the milk production variables for the resiliency score. A 

one percent increase in the percentage of fat was associated with a 0.41 (16VW
S

) to 3.00 

(Adj NFI 
 

PW

S
) percentage point increase in the resiliency score.  The effect of the percent 

of protein on farm resiliency differed between models. An increase in the percentage of 

protein was associated with an increase for the adjusted net farm income resiliency score 

models (Adj NFI 
S) of 0.88 (Adj NFIEW

S ) to 1.49 (Adj NFIVW
S ) percentage points. For the 

resiliency score as measured by the rate of return on assets (RROA 
S
) and resilient 16 

scores (16 
S
), the percentage of protein was associated with a decrease in the resiliency 

score. The decrease ranged from -2.04 (16EW
S

) to -6.12 (RROAPW
I

). These differences 

indicate that increased butterfat helps boost the farm resiliency score, while the effects of 

protein are less clear.  

Milk production, when measured using the discrete resilient indicator, provided 

similar findings as seen for the resiliency score.  Across all models, an increase in milk 

production was associated with a small decrease in farm resiliency. Milk production did 

not result in an economic impact, meaning that while milk production is statistically 

significant it does have a relevant effect on the farm’s resiliency and financial 

profitability.  For example, a 100 lb. increase in milk production per cow was associated 

with a 0.0000012 (16EW
I

) to 0.000004 (Adj NFIPV
I )  percent decrease in the likelihood of a 

farm being resilient.  

Under the resiliency indicator, there are differences in the impact of the 

percentage of butterfat and protein on the short run and long run resiliency. For both the 
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adjusted net farm income (Adj NFI 
I) and resilient 16 (16 

I
)  measures, a 1% increase in 

the percentage of butterfat was associated with a 1.1% (16VW 
I

) to 2.8% (Adj NFIPW 
I ) 

increase in the likelihood that a farm is resilient. Measuring resiliency using the rate of 

return on asset (RROA 
I), a 1% increase in butterfat lead to a 5.3% (RROAPW

I

 

 
) to 6.9% 

(RROAVW
I

 

 
) decline in the likelihood that a farm is resilient.  A positive relationship 

exists between the percent of protein and the rate of return on assets resiliency indicator 

(𝑅𝑅𝑂𝐴 
𝐼). Increasing the percentage of protein helps farms build their asset base over the 

long-term; a 1% increase in the percentage of protein is associated with a 3.4% 

(RROAVW
I

 

 
) to 7.7% (RROAEW

I

 

 
) increase in the likelihood that a farm is resilient.  

Across both the resiliency score and resiliency indicator models, milk components 

had a more significant impact on resiliency than milk quantity produced. However, the 

direction of the relationship between resiliency and the percentage of fat and protein 

differed between the resiliency score and resiliency indicator method.  Farmers should 

focus on increasing their milk components to increase farm resiliency.  For dairies that 

want to enhance their year-over-year resiliency, increasing milk fat will help to boost 

resiliency. While the percentage of protein supports the long-term growth of the farm’s 

asset base, changing the percentage of protein per cow by 1% is a difficult task often 

controlled by genetics. Therefore, it is encouraged that farmers place a greater emphasis 

on cow production factors in their control, such as the percentage of butterfat.  Milk 

components have a more substantial role in supporting farm resiliency than milk quantity. 

In 2017, resilient farms (Adj NFIEW 
I ) had an average higher milk component percentage 
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(3.96% fat, 3.12% protein) than non-resilient farms (3.84% fat, 3.10% protein), but lower 

milk quantity per cow. 

 The percentage of cows that a farmer culls can change year-to-year due to a 

variety of factors. All models showed that a decrease in the percentage of cows culled is 

associated with a decrease in the resiliency score. A 1% decrease in the percent of 

animals culled resulted in a 0.181 (RROA VW
S

) to 0.463 (Adj NFIEW 
S ) percentage point 

decrease in the resiliency score. For the resiliency indicator, the same consistent negative 

relationship between the cull rate and resiliency is not present. When measuring 

resilience using the adjusted net farm income ratio (Adj NFI 
I) and the production group 

weighting of the rate of return on assets (RROA PW
I

) had an increase in the cull rate was 

associated with a significant increase in the likelihood of a farm being resilient.  

Multiple scenarios justify why the cull rate could increase or decrease a farm’s 

overall resiliency. An increase in the farm’s cull rate could signify that a large portion of 

the herd is in poor health or that a larger number of cows are culled due to low milk 

production. These scenarios would be expected to decrease profits and lower farm 

resiliency. However, an increase in the farm’s cull rate could also signal that a farm is 

making better culling decisions, removing old or low producing cows and replacing them 

with better cows that can out-perform. In both scenarios, there is an opportunity cost 

associated with culling a cow from the herd; however, the impact of that opportunity cost 

is unknown in this study. Any of these scenarios could be true for farms in the dataset.  
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Further research should examine the relationship between the cull rate and farm 

resiliency.  

Effect of Herd Structure on Resiliency 

 Herd size had a positive, small impact on farm resiliency. For the resiliency score 

models, the magnitude of herd size ranged from 0.007 (Adj NFIEW 
S ) to 0.023 (RROA VW

S
) 

percentage point increase for each additional cow. There was also a positive relationship 

associated with herd size and the resiliency indicator measure; however, the magnitude of 

herd size was larger than the resiliency score, but still very small. At its largest magnitude 

for the resiliency indicator, a 100-cow increase in the herd size was associated with 0.1% 

(RROA EW
I

) increase the likelihood of being a resilient farm. While there may be 

economies of scale benefits given the positive correlation between resiliency and herd 

size, they are ineffective in boosting farm resiliency.  

Measuring the impacts of acres per cow on farm resiliency score highlights 

differences that the weighting methodology had on the resiliency regressions. For the 

equal and production group weighting methods, an additional acre per cow was 

associated with a small increase in farm resiliency. A one-acre per cow increase 

decreased farm resiliency score by a range of -0.55 (RROA VW
S

) to 1.61 (Adj NFIEW
S ) 

percentage points. However, using the volume of production weighting leads to a 

negative relationship between farm size and resiliency.  

When analyzing the effects of acres per cow on the resiliency indicator, most of 

the weighting measures had a negative relationship between farm size and resiliency. 
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Only the rate of return on asset measured under the equal weighting (RROA EW
I

) had a 

positive relationship between acreage and the resiliency indicator. Resiliency score can 

account for more subtle differences between resilient and non-resilient herds, which 

could contribute to why results under the resiliency score and indicator method do not 

align with each other. Under the resiliency score increases in acreage helps to build short 

and long-term farm resiliency, while under the resiliency indicator, an additional acre 

lowered the likelihood of being resilient.  

When cows achieve profitability is just as important as the fact that cows reach 

their profitability. The sign and magnitude of achieving resiliency in the first and third 

lactation are mixed depending on the model used. However, across all models, cows who 

reached their breakeven in the second lactation were associated with an increase in farm 

resiliency. A 10% increase in the percentage of cows who breakeven in the second 

lactation was associated with a 2-5% increase in the probability that a farm is resilient. 

The consistency of the magnitude and positive relationship between achieving breakeven 

in the second lactation and farm resiliency, stresses the critical role that having cows 

reach their breakeven during their second lactation can play on the farm’s overall 

resiliency.  

Effect of Farm Financials on Resiliency 

 As a farm’s debt position increases, the farm is expected to be non-resilient in the 

short term but receive long-term gains from capital improvements. A common strategy 

recommended to farmers during periods of low milk prices is to reduce their debts 

(Tigner, 2018) and delay long-term expansion projects (Ragkos, 2015). Increases in debt 
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are signals of farm improvement or financial lenders not recommending expansion 

projects during agricultural downturns. However, expansion and improvement projects 

enhance farm facilities and generate profits in the long-term, making them necessary for 

farm management even when prices are low. A farm’s debt position, as measured by the 

debt-to-asset ratio, should hurt short-term resiliency, but improve the farm’s long-term 

profits and resiliency. The regression results reflect this relationship for the resiliency 

score. 

 Under all weighting mechanisms, an increase in the debt-to-asset ratio was 

associated with decreases in the short-term resiliency score, as measured by the adjusted 

net farm income ratio and resilient 16. In the long term, the rate of return on assets 

resiliency score had a statistically significant and positive relationship with the debt-to-

asset ratio.  While the debt-to-asset ratio affected the resiliency score differently over 

time, the magnitude of the impact on the resiliency score was relatively small.  A 1% 

increase in the debt-to-asset ratio was associated with a 0.05 (RROA VW
S

) to 0.233 

(RROA EW
S

) percentage point increase in the long run. Expected eventual positive returns 

of the farm’s debt position are captured in the resiliency score measures but do not hold 

immediate economic changes. 

Under the resiliency indicator model, the impact of the farm’s debt position on 

short and long-term resiliency has the opposite directional effect. An increase in farm 

debt position increased the likelihood that a farm was resilient in the short run by 0.1% to 

0.2%. Long-term resiliency was associated with a 0.03% (RROA PW
I

) to 0.3% 
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(RROA VW
I

) decrease in the likelihood that the farm was resilient. This does not 

necessarily mean that increasing a farm’s debt position does not have long-term benefits 

to resiliency. However, the advantages do not show up when using a binary indicator of 

resiliency. Both the resiliency score and indicator models were not able to capture 

economically significant returns over the long term to farm resiliency associated with an 

increase in the debt to asset ratio.  

 Liquidity is a financial measure that is highlighted during economic downturns, as 

strong liquidity allows farms to meet their financial obligations while enduring shocks in 

the short term. For this study, working capital per cow is the primary measure of farm 

liquidity. For most of the resiliency score models, working capital per cow was 

associated with a small change in the farm’s resiliency score. A $100 increase in working 

capital per cow had a small, but significant change of -0.3(RROAW
S

)  to 0.3 (RROAPW
S

) 

percentage points.  

 Liquidity may not be a straightforward measure of a farm’s capacity to withstand 

ephemeral changes in farm profits.  Working capital per cow had a significant negative 

relationship with the resiliency indicator for all models.  On average, resilient farms had 

more working capital per cow than non-resilient; however, this could be a function of 

farm size. Both resilient and non-resilient herds used similar management practices, 

draining their liquidity during low milk prices to cover their financial obligations, as 

shown in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7: Working Capital per Cow for Resilient and Non-Resilient Farms, 2012-2018 

As measured under both the resiliency score and resiliency indicator method, the 

interest expense per cow had a small negative impact on farm resiliency. The interest 

expense per cow did not have a substantial economic impact on farm resiliency. At its 

most impactful, a $10 increase in the interest expense per cow decreased farm resiliency 

score by -0.5 (Adj NFIEW 
S ) percentage points. It decreased the likelihood of being a 

resilient farm by 0.1% (Adj NFIPW 
I ). Therefore, farmer’s concern that this study was 

including only farms with no debt as resilient is not valid. The amount of debt, as 

measured by interest expense, had little influence on farm resiliency.  
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VIII. Discussion 

This study took a comprehensive look at small to medium size dairies across the 

state of Minnesota. All farms in the study sold their milk to dairy cooperatives and 

receive patronage as an additional source of income. The results of this study are specific 

to Minnesota; results could be expanded to other dairy regions with similar production.   

Selection and Validity of Resiliency Measures  

The question posed in this research was what factors influence dairy resiliency 

and is farm resiliency achieved through herd management practices or financial 

management. Before answering this question, measures of resiliency were established. It 

is crucial to assess whether the chosen measures were able to determine with accuracy the 

farm’s ability to withstand change. The adjusted net farm income ratio measures the 

dairy’s financial efficiency and ability to retain gross sales as profit. While the rate of 

return on assets measures the farm’s efficiency and displays the farm’s ability to generate 

income compared to their assets. Both measures were included in this study because they 

can determine the farm’s long-term resiliency and ability to withstand economic changes. 

Each of these measures of resiliency are justified in being included in this study. 

Recognizing that some farms are categorized in one measure of resiliency and not 

the other measure, we created a third group, which included farms that were resilient in 

both groups. Each of these measures had their advantages and downfalls when it came to 

measuring resiliency. The adjusted net farm income ratio was better at identifying smaller 

farms that were resilient, and it could account for the reduction in potential costs 
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associated with growing their feed. The range of values for the adjusted net farm income 

ratio is much narrower than the other measures of resiliency, which allows for the year-

over-year changes in net farm income to be shown. The rate of return on assets tended to 

observe larger farms as resilient because they had a larger pool of assets to generate 

income from. The rate of return on assets was explicitly included as a measure of 

resiliency because previous literature has used this to financial variable to predict the 

farm’s long-term profitability (Gloy et al., 2002).   

Both the adjusted net farm income ratio and the rate of return on assets had valid 

claims to measuring the farm’s overall resiliency. The differences between these two 

measures is found in how they measure resiliency.  The adjusted net farm income ratio as 

a measure of resiliency is better able to capture small changes in resiliency in the short-

term. It is more sensitive to year-over-year resiliency differences. The adjusted net farm 

income as a measure of resiliency is able to capture how small changes in farm 

management and finances impact resiliency. While the rate of return on assets is a long-

term measure of resiliency, determining how farm-level changes affect the long-term 

resiliency and the long-term assets available to farmers.  

The resilient 16 measure, which includes only farms that are resilient under both 

the adjusted net farm income and rate of return on assets measure, is a combination of the 

short-term and long-term resiliency measures. Although the magnitude and direction of 

the estimated coefficients for the resilient 16 farms agreed more with the results found 

using the adjusted net farm income ratio, this measure captures how changes in the farm 

affect both year-over-year resiliency and the long-term assets on the farm.  
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All three measures of resiliency were carefully chosen for their validity as 

measures of resiliency. Each measure reflects a different aspect of the farm’s ability to 

withstand volatile change. The rate of return on resiliency has been considered a measure 

of long-term profitability in previous literature. The adjusted net farm income ratio 

should be considered as a reliable measure of resiliency in further research. Resiliency 

measured under the adjusted net farm income ratio is more sensitive to year-over-year 

change, so it should be considered as a measure of short-term resiliency in future 

research.   

 Beyond the validity of the variables selected to measure resiliency, it is also 

essential to determine if the resiliency cutoffs can accurately capture differences between 

resilient and non-resilient farms. Farms that belonged in the 75th or greater percentile 

were determined to be resilient. While other cutoffs were tested, the 75th percentile was 

where the natural cutoff occurred and greater analytic insights were provided using this 

cutoff as more defined resiliency characteristics were shown when using this cutoff.  

Selection and Validity of Weighting Methodologies 

 Determining the best method to combine farm-level and cow-level data required 

careful consideration around the weighting mechanisms chosen. The three selected 

weighting mechanisms are not arbitrary methods chosen for convenience, but were 

selected after multitudes of additional waiting mechanisms were tested. Only these three 

measures capture the sensitivity and realistically mirror how farmers view the 

composition of their herd and how cows attribute to whole-farm expenses.  
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Selection of Final Weighting Mechanisms 

The first question that needed answering, before deciding on weighting 

mechanisms, was how to combine farm-level and cow-level data. Specifically, if cow 

records should be aggregated to the herd-level or whole-farm financial expenses 

separated to each cow. Both methods were tested, and the ultimate decision was to split 

whole-farm finances to the cow-level. Aggregation was not chosen because it reduced the 

number of observations from over 80,000 cows to less than 500 herd-level observations. 

Aggregation did not achieve the goals of this study, which was to determine if it is 

possible to incorporate the sensitivity of individual cow decisions on farm financial 

profitability and resiliency. Instead, aggregation gave equal weight to each cow in the 

herd as aggregated cow records were a summation of the annual cow lactation data for all 

the cows in the herd.  The equal weighting method accomplished the same valuation of 

cows without reducing the number of observations.  

A variety of different weighting strategies test the sensitivity of separating farm 

finances, these methods are detailed in the Appendix B. Previous literature had separated 

farm financials equally across all cows and this was determined as a necessary baseline 

measure that must be included as a weighting mechanism. To provide consistency 

between the equally-weighted and production group method, the expenses were divided 

equally by the total days of lactation completed for each cow in the herd.  

Weighting expenses by production groups was done to simulate the added-value 

that farmers place on high producing cows. Farm managers group their cows into 
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production groups to make managerial decisions; often-large herds will split cows into 

cohorts based on their total milk production. This study evaluated weighting methods that 

could replicate the increased value that farmers place on high producing cows by 

reflecting the added benefit in the expenses allocated to the cows. Groupings are based on 

the DHIA rating variable because it was established, accepted measure that compared 

cows in the herd that farmers already use. The volume of production method was selected 

to serve as a purely economic valuation system, valuing cows that are producing more 

milk as more valuable in the herd.  

While all three methods had the potential to be valid measurements of weighted 

cow expenses, weighting equally and the production groups provided more informative 

measures of how cow-level expenses. Often within the regression results, the direction 

and impact for characteristics weighted using the volume of production differ from the 

other methods and do not align with the expected results. Additionally, while farmers 

have access to information to be able to rank all animals across their herd by milk 

production individually, it seems unlikely that farm managers do this, especially when 

milk production is similar between cows. Therefore, the equal weighting and production 

group weights are valid measures of cow-level expenses and provide realistic estimates to 

determine the expenses accumulated per cow on the farm.  

Limitations 

A frequent issue that occurred was the difference in the number of cows per herd 

reported in the financial data and cow records. The financial estimates used to create the 
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total dairy expense are based on the number of cows reported in the financial data 

however, for many herds, there were more cows reported than cow records. The estimates 

for the total number of cows in the herd are measured differently between FINBIN and 

DHIA.  

An assumption was made if more cows are reported in the financial data than 

there are cow records for, the additional cows are low producing cows who did not 

produce enough milk to justify the DHIA fee for milk testing. Under this assumption, all 

of the cows without financial records were placed in the low production group. Adding 

these cows to the lowest milk production group without accounting for their milk 

production made the expense per hundredweight for the low production group increase 

significantly, and the expense per hundredweight for the high production decrease. This 

assumption highlights another limitation of the study which was the lack of accurate 

energy corrected milk reported for low production or sick cows. 

 An additional limitation was the lack of consistency in reporting technology. In 

the FINBIN annual report, farmers can select from a variety of technologies that they 

might use on their farms. Not all farmers consistently selected the technologies that they 

had implemented in their operation. Another challenge with technology was the 

uncertainty of technology benefits and its correlation with farm size. A technology 

variable was run in a previous version of the econometric analysis, and larger farmers 

were benefiting from technology while smaller farmers were not. Essentially technology 

was also measuring farm size as they were highly correlated, and this biased measure was 

removed from the final regression.  
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Recommendations and Findings 

The question that this research posed was what factors influence dairy resiliency and 

is farm resiliency achieved through herd management practices or financial management. 

Several of the leading factors that most heavily attributed to farm resiliency are strongly 

related to each other. Given that so many of the farm characteristics that impact farm 

resiliency affected other characteristics, interaction effects are more than likely occurring 

between the variables. Resiliency does not stem solely from herd management or farm 

financials, but farm resiliency is the interaction between management and its influence on 

financial measures. It is a joint product of both.  

Operations that want to increase their farm resiliency should consider the following 

recommendations. Take advantage of educational opportunities such as the Dairy 

Initiatives program and Extension programming provides benefits to help increase farm 

resiliency. Farmers who want to work towards building a more resilient farm are 

encouraged to attend educational workshops and events when possible. 

The majority of cows who achieve profitability in resilient herds reach 

profitability during their second lactation for all of the weighting methods across the 

majority of years in the study. How are resilient herds able to compete when they have 

close to an equivalent percentage of their herd reaching breakeven, but a large percentage 

not making a profit until later lactations? Cows in resilient herds took approximately 100 

more days to reach profitability than cows in non-resilient herds. However, the lifetime 

profits of cows under two of the three weighting mechanisms were higher for resilient 
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cows (Table 13). These increased lifetime profits could be a result of culling decisions 

and cow longevity. Resilient farms had high daily losses associated with culled cows, but 

lower lifetime losses per culled cow, meaning that resilient farmers are culling 

unprofitable cows sooner than non-resilient herds. Profitable cows can generate higher 

lifetime profits because resilient farmers keep them in the herd longer than non-resilient, 

which makes up for the reduction in losses that occurred before hitting their breakeven.  

Therefore, a recommendation to increase resiliency is that farmers should focus on cow 

longevity, which will boost resiliency more than pushing cows to reach their breakeven 

point sooner.  

Table 13: Comparison of Breakeven Profitability Estimations for Resilient and Non-

Resilient Herds across Weighting Mechanisms 

  Equal Production Groups Volume of Production 

 

Non-

Resilient 
Resilient 

Non-

Resilient 
Resilient 

Non-

Resilient 
Resilient 

 Days in Herd 

All Cows 1902.15 2000.14 1885.43 1885.43 1988.36 2077.8 

Breakeven 1486.92 1561.59 1427 1427 1601.5 1636.85 

Culled 1232.04 1162.91 1312.97 1312.97 1287.9 1192.02 
 Lifetime Profit ($/Cow) 

All Cows 1517.27 1844.35 1583.79 1583.79 124.73 607.54 

Breakeven 3036.87 3300.41 3266.85 3266.85 3036.87 3300.41 

Culled -1400.1 -1364.6 -1442.9 -1442.9 -1400.12 -1364.62 
 Average Cow Profit per Day ($/day/cow) 

All Cows 0.536 0.607 0.607 0.607 -0.181 0.024 

Breakeven 1.502 1.529 1.654 1.654 0.703 0.826 

Culled -1.286 -1.347 -1.253 -1.253 -1.157 -1.27 

 

Depending on the farm’s resiliency goal, milk components can help boost both 

short and long-term profitability. Milk components play a more significant role in farm 

resiliency than milk quantity. Farmers that want to boost their short-term resiliency can 
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do so through increasing the percentage of butterfat, even if that requires cows to produce 

less milk per lactation. Increasing milk quality can help farmers’ secure better prices, 

especially for Class III milk contracts. Overall, milk components had a more substantial 

role in impacting farm resiliency than milk quantity.  
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V. Conclusion 

Minnesota dairies have faced extreme volatility in milk prices over the past few 

years, forcing a large percentage of dairies to close down. However, resilient farms have 

been able to better navigate the historically high and low prices experienced over the past 

five years. The agricultural downturn has driven dairies to seek new practices to help 

their operation remain in business and determine if their operation can be resilient. 

  Through analyzing the characteristics of resilient dairy farms, this study helps 

Minnesota dairy farmers analyze their needs and assess recommendations that can boost 

their operation’s resiliency. Resilient farmers were statistically different from non-

resilient farms. Most resilient farms had smaller herd sizes and were willing to lessen 

their profit potential during high milk prices in order to remain profitable during periods 

of low prices. The defining characteristics of resilient farms come from their ability to 

mitigate downside risks while reducing non-profitable cows and extending the life of 

profitable cows in the herd. Resilient farms also place greater benefit in education 

opportunities and increased milk components.  

Resiliency is more than just a product of herd management or farm financial 

considerations. Instead, it is a joint product of both the managerial decisions made at the 

cow-level as well as the financial impact of these decisions on the farm’s finances. 

Resiliency can serve as a tool for farmers who want to protect their operation against 

financial downturns and the long-term impact that sustained low milk prices can create. 
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Appendix A: Table Continuation 

  Table 8 Continued: Summary Statistics for Resiliency Score Measures 

 RROA Resilient 16 

 Resilient Farms Non-Resilient Farms Resilient Farms Non-Resilient Farms 

 N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev 

Resiliency Measures 

RROA 7,989 82.90951 7.517052 72,295 45.22 14.86       

Resilient 

16 
      7,440 84.19 4.59 72,844 45.65 15.3 

Human Resources 

Age of 

Operator 
7,989 53.870 14.020 72,295 54.270 10.310 7,440 43.860 10.490 72,844 55.290 10.180 

Age of 

Operator 

Squared 

7,989 3098.900 1398.790 72,295 3051.660 1067.980 7,440 2033.310 904.960 72,844 3160.850 1070.200 

Second 

Generation 
7,989 0.820 0.380 72,295 0.810 0.390 7,440 0.690 0.460 72,844 0.820 0.380 

Dairy 

Initiative 
7,989 0.270 0.440 71,778 0.180 0.390 7,440 0.440 0.500 72,327 0.160 0.370 

Hired 

Labor per 

Cow 

7,989 26775.420 19955.670 70,748 47272.970 29192.060 7,389 19204.730 20960.320 71,348 47884.640 28446.150 

Animal Health 

Milk 

Production 
7,989 21068.930 8511.280 72,295 20378.660 8851.460 7,440 19597.540 8513.600 72,844 20534.140 8846.780 

% Fat 7,634 3.790 0.530 67,938 3.840 0.570 7,003 3.870 0.550 68,569 3.830 0.570 

% Protein 7,707 3.120 0.250 69,101 3.100 0.250 7,099 3.100 0.260 69,709 3.100 0.250 
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Table 8 Continued: Summary Statistics for Resiliency Score Measures 

 RROA Resilient 16 

 Resilient Farms Non-Resilient Farms Resilient Farms Non-Resilient Farms 

 N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev 

Feed Costs 

per Cow 
7,989 2225.100 469.280 70,670 2160.910 414.010 7,389 2001.320 429.180 71,270 2184.650 415.700 

Death Rate 7,989 4.870 2.710 72,295 4.560 2.790 7,440 4.360 3.190 72,844 4.620 2.740 

Cull Rate 7,989 31.620 7.730 72,295 31.170 8.640 7,440 30.910 8.800 72,844 31.250 8.530 

Herd Structure 

Herd size 7,989 291.730 156.580 72,295 381.800 309.270 7,440 160.590 132.830 72,844 394.520 302.560 

Acres per 

Cow 
6,817 2.360 0.970 71,244 2.680 1.840 6,040 2.520 1.510 72,021 2.660 1.800 

%of Crop 

Acres 

Owned 

7,989 4.430 11.400 72,295 30.400 30.860 7,440 21.030 30.190 72,844 28.510 30.460 

EW % 

Breakeven 

in Lac 1 

7,893 10.580 6.450 64,570 12.840 10.180 6,886 9.590 6.190 65,577 12.910 10.130 

EW % Lac 2 

Breakeven 
7,989 40.680 20.080 71,804 37.930 14.840 7,440 33.280 17.760 72,353 38.710 15.120 

EW % Lac 3 

Breakeven 
7,846 8.950 5.760 70,697 11.610 7.610 7,197 11.760 6.360 71,346 11.300 7.590 

PW % Lac 1 

Breakeven 
7,893 12.430 8.170 68,281 21.530 18.720 7,206 12.300 10.110 68,968 21.450 18.560 

PW % Lac 2 

Breakeven 
7,989 33.590 15.990 71,804 29.350 12.610 7,440 28.340 15.130 72,353 29.920 12.800 
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Table 8 Continued: Summary Statistics for Resiliency Score Measures 

 RROA Resilient 16 

 Resilient Farms Non-Resilient Farms Resilient Farms Non-Resilient Farms 

 N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev 

PW % Lac 3 

Breakeven 
7,989 10.060 4.940 70,045 10.130 6.910 7,340 10.590 6.060 70,694 10.080 6.800 

VW % Lac 1 

Breakeven 
5,044 5.210 5.210 45,103 7.810 10.240 4,903 6.950 5.260 45,244 7.610 10.260 

VW % Lac 2 

Breakeven 
7,989 26.480 12.080 69,042 25.850 16.750 7,440 31.270 16.890 69,591 25.350 16.170 

VW % Lac 3 

Breakeven 
7,989 22.600 10.040 69,291 16.420 10.760 7,340 17.970 9.890 69,940 16.970 10.940 

Financial Ratios 

Debt to Asset 

Ratio 
7,989 42.340 42.670 70,238 46.080 23.370 6,513 62.780 39.160 71,714 44.150 23.900 

Working 

Capital per 

Cow 

7,989 1237.300 820.470 72,295 1057.000 1471.100 7,440 1409.910 2795.380 72,844 1040.730 1189.210 

Interest 

Expense per 

Cow 

7,989 58.219 73.493 72,006 215.776 172.182 7,440 114.574 141.479 72,555 208.805 172.044 
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Table 9 Continued: Summary Statistics for Resiliency Indicator Measures 

 RROA Resilient 16 
 Resilient Farms Non-Resilient Farms Resilient Farms Non-Resilient Farms 

 N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev 

Resiliency Measures 

RROA 18,992 1.00 0.00 61,292 0.00 0.00       

Resilient 16       7,866 1.00 0.00 72,418 0.00 0.00 

Human Resources 

Age of 

Operator 
18,992 53.68 12.17 61,292 54.40 10.25 7,866 43.05 8.59 72,418 55.45 10.23 

Age of 

Operator 

Squared 

18,992 3,029.42 1,204.97 61,292 3,064.71 1,072.58 7,866 1,927.23 718.17 72,418 3,179.00 1,070.12 

Second 

Generation 
18,992 0.91 0.29 61,292 0.78 0.41 7,866 0.80 0.40 72,418 0.81 0.39 

Dairy 

Initiative 
18,853 0.40 0.49 60,914 0.13 0.33 7,866 0.67 0.47 71,901 0.14 0.34 

Hired Labor 

per Cow 
18,768 36,567.62 28,405.83 59,969 47,892.68 28,733.29 7,815 11,568.77 14,080.57 70,922 48,898.33 27,880.25 

Animal Health 

Milk 

Production 
18,992 20,169.30 8,898.96 61,292 20,533.50 8,794.42 7,866 17,462.40 8,117.88 72,418 20,771.57 8,833.07 

% Fat 17,871 3.74 0.60 57,701 3.86 0.55 7,404 3.85 0.53 68,168 3.83 0.57 

% Protein 18,188 3.10 0.26 58,620 3.10 0.25 7,492 3.12 0.26 69,316 3.10 0.25 

Feed Costs 

per Cow 
18,768 2,164.77 429.63 59,891 2,168.27 417.47 7,815 1,926.42 449.60 70,844 2,194.02 408.44 

Death Rate 18,992 3.57 2.63 61,292 4.91 2.76 7,866 4.85 3.52 72,418 4.56 2.69 

Cull Rate 18,992 28.46 9.74 61,292 32.07 7.97 7,866 31.02 9.40 72,418 31.24 8.46 
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 Table 9 Continued: Summary Statistics for Resiliency Indicator Measures 
 RROA Resilient 16 

 Resilient Farms Non-Resilient Farms Resilient Farms Non-Resilient Farms 

 N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev N Mean Std. Dev 

Herd Structure 

Herd size 18,992 421.88 368.04 61,292 357.65 272.06 7,866 120.02 58.54 72,418 400.30 301.54 

Acres per 

Cow 
17,720 2.30 1.17 60,341 2.76 1.91 6,594 2.62 1.63 71,467 2.66 1.79 

%of Crop 

Acres Owned 
18,992 15.04 27.72 61,292 31.77 30.25 7,866 31.26 37.13 72,418 27.44 29.68 

EW % Lac 1 

Breakeven 
16,522 13.16 8.11 55,941 12.43 10.33 7,016 8.62 5.20 65,447 13.02 10.15 

EW % Lac 2 

Breakeven 
18,928 42.02 16.33 60,865 37.02 14.99 7,866 38.39 14.97 71,927 38.18 15.52 

EW % Lac 3 

Breakeven 
18,731 10.47 7.54 59,812 11.61 7.45 7,709 13.77 7.13 70,834 11.08 7.47 

PW % Lac 1 

Breakeven 
17,682 29.72 22.69 58,492 17.83 15.49 7,303 13.20 11.21 68,871 21.37 18.55 

PW % Lac 2 

Breakeven 
18,928 29.32 13.75 60,865 29.92 12.82 7,866 33.54 13.12 71,927 29.36 12.97 

PW % Lac 3 

Breakeven 
18,765 9.19 7.68 59,269 10.42 6.38 7,773 12.78 7.13 70,261 9.83 6.63 

VW % Lac 1 

Breakeven 
13,295 8.34 6.97 36,852 7.26 10.73 5,779 5.41 4.27 44,368 7.82 10.36 

VW % Lac 2 

Breakeven 
18,853 26.16 15.57 58,178 25.84 16.57 7,866 30.94 15.39 69,165 25.35 16.34 

VW % Lac 3 

Breakeven 
18,594 18.52 11.86 58,686 16.60 10.47 7,852 20.46 9.19 69,428 16.68 10.95 

Debt to Asset 

Ratio 
18,852 43.57 27.60 59,375 46.38 25.48 7,866 50.94 19.45 70,361 45.12 26.60 

Working 

Capital/ Cow 
18,992 947.50 926.21 61,292 1,114.44 1,540.07 7,866 641.98 915.90 72,418 1,121.97 1,457.49 

Interest 

Expense/Cow 
18,992.000 154.51 148.06 61,003 214.22 175.94 7,866 171.03 161.82 72,129.000 203.21 172.37 
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Appendix B: Other Weighting Mechanisms 

How were the Final Weighting Mechanisms Selected? 

The first question that needed answering before deciding on the final weighting 

mechanisms was how to combine farm-level and cow-level data. Specifically, should this 

study aggregate cow records to the herd-level or separate whole-farm financial expenses 

to each cow? Both the aggregation and separation methods were tested, with the final 

decisions being to spilt whole-farm finances to the cow-level. Aggregating data was not 

chosen as it reduced the number of observations from over 80,000 cows to under 500 

herds, and did not achieve the goals of this study. The aggregation method could not 

incorporate the sensitivity of individual cow decisions on farm financial profitability and 

resiliency. Instead, aggregation gave equal weight to each cow in the herd as the 

aggregated cow records are a summation of the annual lactation data for all cows in the 

herd.  The equal weighting method accomplished the same proportionate evaluation of 

cows without reducing the number of observations.  

While both the aggregation and equal weighting method are similar, the 

aggregation method provides different estimates for the impacts of farm characteristics 

on resiliency. The resiliency indicator regressions, detailed in the Methodology Section, 

were also conducted for the aggregated data holding yearly fixed effects, and results are 

reported in Table 14. For the aggregated data, many of the farm characteristics were not 

statistically significant. However, the results can only reflect changes at the herd-level. 

Separating farm financials to the cow-level allows this study to determine if animal  
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Table 14: Resiliency Indicator Regressions for Aggregated Data 

 Adjusted NFI RROA Resilient 16 

Intercept 
2.441** -0.017 0.552 

0.002 0.985 0.461 

Age of Operator 
-0.010 -0.025 -0.017 

0.501 0.118 0.217 

Age of Operator Squared 
0.00006 0.0003 0.0001 

0.662 0.100 0.382 

Second Generation 
0.073 0.210** 0.085 

0.284 0.005 0.181 

Dairy Initiative 
0.278** 0.340** 0.275** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Hired Labor per Cow 
-0.000003** -0.000004** -0.000003** 

0.002 <0.001 0.004 

Milk Production 
-0.00003** -0.000002 -0.000002 

<0.001 0.84 0.709 

% Fat 
0.322** 0.068 0.374** 

0.001 0.526 <0.001 

% Protein 
-0.831** 0.122 -0.406** 

<0.001 0.602 0.04 

Feed Costs per Cow 
0.00003 0.00002 0.00002 

0.65 0.734 0.668 

 Death Rate 
-0.021** -0.02** -0.009 

<0.001 0.001 0.089 

Cull Rate 
0.002 -0.002 -0.0002 

0.322 0.516 0.916 

Herd size 
0.0001 0.001** 0.00001 

0.277 <0.001 0.908 

Acres per Cow 
-0.011 -0.014 -0.022** 

0.258 0.176 0.013 

% of Crop Acres Owned  
0.001 -0.001** -0.001 

0.322 0.017 0.199 

% Breakeven in Lac 1 
-0.009** -0.002 -0.006** 

<0.001 0.350 0.002 

% Breakeven in Lac 2 
0.006** 0.007** 0.006** 

<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

% Breakeven in Lac 3 
-0.012** -0.006 -0.007** 

<0.001 0.076 0.006 

Debt to Asset Ratio 
-0.0001 -0.00001 0.001 

0.908 0.989 0.380 

Working Capital per Cow 
-0.00002 -0.000004 -0.000007 

0.270 0.815 0.592 

Interest Expense per Cow 
-0.104** -0.017 -0.099** 

0.019 0.722 0.017 

Notes: Standard errors in parenthesis, ** P<0.05 
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management or farm financial are impacting farm resiliency, which cannot be achieved 

using aggregated herd data. 

Include Herds with Only Five Years of Data 

 The next major question in determining how to combine cow and farm financial 

data was determining the total number of complete years the farm should provide both 

financial data and cow records. Limiting the data to only herds that had completed at least 

five full years of farm financial and cow records reduced the study to 54 herds, a 35% 

loss in the total number of herds in the dataset. Herds that participated in both DHIA and 

FINBIN for less than five years provided value to the study. These herds gave insight into 

understanding why they chose to join these programs from 2012 to 2018 and what 

happens to herds that did not have financial or managerial guidance before 2014. Given 

the value that these herds bring to this study, a minimum of at least two complete years in 

both programs is required for herds to be included in the final dataset.  

Weighting Mechanism Selection 

 The three final weighting mechanism used in the Methodology Section were 

selected after careful consideration of a multitude weighting options. The majority of 

weighting methods were not chosen due to their inability to reflect sensitivities of 

managerial decisions on farm financials. This section discusses the consideration and 

downfalls of weighting mechanism were not chosen for the final methodologies.  

Other Production Group Weightings 
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 Weighting expenses by production groups simulate the benefit that farmers place 

on high producing cows. Farm managers group their cows into production groups to 

make managerial decisions; large herds will often be split into smaller groups based on 

the cow’s total milk production. This study evaluates the ability of weighting methods to 

replicate the increased value that farmers place on high producing cows, reflecting the 

additional benefit in the cow’s expenses. For the final methodology, the DHIA ‘rating’ 

variable provided realistic cutoffs that identified high and low producing cows, and as a 

bonus, farmers were already familiar with this measure. This section details the 

alternative production grouping methods that were considered at one point and discusses 

the difficulties with determining how farmers decide which animals to classify as high 

milk producers.   

Percentile Rankings by Herd size:  

 Our initial belief was that farmers place cows into production groups based on the 

percentile of the cow’s energy corrected milk compare to their herd mates. An annual 

percentile was generated for each herd based on the herd’s average ECM, and the 

percentiles are displayed in Table 15. The percentile cutoffs were then used to create low, 

medium, and high production groups. In the original discussion, the 25th percentile was 

selected as a cutoff for low producing cows and the 75th percentile was the starting point 

for high producing milk cows. The middle 50% of cows who fall in between the 25th to 

75th percentile would be place into the middle production group. These percentile cutoffs 

were chosen based on recommendations of researchers using similar cutoffs. 
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Table 15: ECM Percentile Rankings by Herd size, 2012-2018 

    ECM lbs. Percentiles 

Herd size N Mean SD 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 

<100 

Cows 
13,993 17,753 88 7,868 14,665 20,133 22,222 25,449 

100-199 

Cows 
27,422 18,271 88 6,760 15,241 19,552 23,203 25,855 

200-499 

Cows 
28,620 21,457 97 7,703 18,323 23,388 27,115 30,279 

500+ 

Cows 
26,083 22,799 97 11,637 19,365 24,124 27,896 31,057 

 

Even after the percentiles were determined, it was still unclear if the cutoffs 

emulated realistic cow production groups. The question remained, were farmers neatly 

classifying their top 25% of milk producers as their highest group, or were there other 

factors that played into how a farmer classified their cow as a top or bottom producer? 

Weighting by percentiles is unreliable, with a lack of clarity around if the cutoffs were 

accurate to how farmers categorize their herd or if this method is establishing arbitrary 

thresholds. Answer the question of what percentage of the herd farmers consider their 

highest and lowest producers needs to be addressed before creating production group 

cutoffs.  

Pre-Established Low and High Production Cutoffs:  

The approach that farmers use to group cows by production is unclear, and there 

is limited previous literature on how farmers place cows into production groups. 

However, a 2007 agribusiness guide created high and low milk production values for 

1996 milk cows by herd size (Keown & Kononoff, 2007). The 1996 National Health 
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Monitoring System surveyed 2,500 farms from 20 US states, which determined high and 

low milk production per cow by herd size, as shown in Table 16 (Keown & Kononoff, 

2007). 

Table 16: 1996 Identified High and Low Milk Production by Herd size 

Original 1996 Cutoffs    

Herd size Milk Production lbs. Cutoffs 

 Low High 

<100 15,750 19,600 

100-199 16,714 20,450 

200-499 16,500 21,200 

>500 18,668 22,390 

 

The original intent of including the 1996 established milk production cutoffs was 

to calculate similar cutoffs for 2012 to 2018. Then use the updated cutoffs to determine 

what percentage of the herd fell into each production group, answering the question of 

what percentage of the herd farmers considered top producers.  

There were several challenges with updating 1996 cutoffs to reflect current cow 

production measures. Milk production dramatically increased in the past 20 years due to 

selective breeding. The average milk per cow increased by 35.5% from 16,433 pounds 

per cows in 1996 to 22,259 pounds per cow in 2014. Given the limited amount of 

previous literature that defines high and low milk production, the 1996 figures were used 

to see if the percentage of a herd that fell into high and low groups could be identified for 

2012 to 2018 despite the advances in milk quantity per cow advances. 

Estimations for the 2012 to 2018 cutoffs were created using three different 

methods: annual percentage change, year-over-year change, and a specified date 
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percentage change. Under the annual percentage change method, the percent increase in 

milk production is calculated every year by taking the national average milk production 

per cow for the year of interest (2012, 2013, 2014, etc.) divided by the 1996 national 

average. This percentage is then multiplied by the 1996 cutoff values to calculate a new 

high and low milk production cutoff for 2012 to 2018 (Table 17).  

For the year-over-year change method, the average annual change in milk 

production was calculated for the 20-year period. From 1996 to 2016, on average milk 

production increased annually by 1.6%. The 1996 cutoff values were then increased by 

28.8% (which is 20 years multiplied by 1.6%) to attain the 2012 to 2018 production 

group cutoffs. Under the specific date method, 2014 was selected as the set date to 

determine the increase in milk production from 1996 to 2014. The average national milk 

production per cow rose 35.5% by 2014. The 1996 cutoffs were multiplied by the 35.5% 

increase to determine the 2012 to 2018 specific date cutoffs, as shown in Table 18.  

The updated cutoffs from the three described methods were then used to 

determine the percentage of cows in the herd that belongs to the low and high production 

groups (Table 19). Under most of the methods, more than 45% of cows are classified as 

low producing cows. For herds with 200 to 499 cows, the percentage of cows in the high 

production group ranged from 8% to 24%. The low percentage of high producing cows 

might indicate that these herds have different goals or management strategies than 

securing high producing cows, such as focusing on expansion through reduced culling.   
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Table 17: High and Low Cutoff Under the Annual Percentage Change Method 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 18: Cutoffs by Average Year-Over-Year Change and Set Time Method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 19: Percentage of Herd in High and Low Production Groups 

Herd size Percentage of the Herd in the High and Low Production Groups 

  
Annual Percentage 

Change 
Year-over-Year Change Specific Time 

 Low            High Low            High Low            High 

<100 57 11 49 16 56 12 

100-199 65 8 55 13 63 9 

200-499 39 15 32 23 38 16 

>500 53 17 45 24 52 18 

Herd size Milk Production lbs. Cutoffs 

 Annual Percentage Change 

 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 
 Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 

<100 20,822 25,911 20,916 26,029 21,341 26,558 21,467 26,715 21,830 27,166 21,987 27,362 22,208 27,636 

100-199 22,096 27,035 22,196 27,158 22,647 27,710 22,781 27,873 23,166 28,344 23,333 28,548 23,567 28,835 

200-499 21,813 28,026 21,912 28,154 22,358 28,726 22,490 28,896 22,869 29,383 23,034 29,595 23,265 29,892 

>500 24,679 29,600 24,791 29,734 25,295 30,338 25,444 30,518 25,874 31,033 26,061 31,256 26,322 31,570 

Herd size Milk Production lbs. Cutoffs 

  Year-over-Year Change Specific time 
 Low High Low High 

<100 28,426 35,374 29,980 37,309 

100-199 30,165 36,908 31,815 38,927 

200-499 29,779 38,262 31,408 40,354 

>500 33,692 40,409 35,535 42,619 
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While the percent of high and low producing cows classified by the transformed 

1996 cutoffs could be accurate, using 1996 cutoffs has several downfalls. The 2012 to 

2018 high production cutoffs seem too high to be realistic for what a Minnesota dairy 

farmer would classify as a high producing cow in the 2010s. Inflating 1996 cutoff figures 

is not an accurate method to capture the impacts and technological advances in the dairy 

industry that shifted dairy supply and milk per cow. Additionally, the original 1996 

survey dairies in 20 states, which may also affect the milk production value as the data in 

this study only includes Minnesota herds. Using the 1996 milk production group cutoffs 

is unreliable and does not accurately capture the average percentages of cows that today’s 

farmer would classify as high or low producers. The 1996 cutoff method did contribute to 

this study’s methodology by ensuring that weighting mechanisms separate results by herd 

size. The size of a herd can affect the economies of scales and financial layout, which 

requires that weighting mechanisms be done separately for each herd size.  

2014 NHMS Groups  

 The National Health Monitoring System (NHMS) came out with another milk 

production survey in 2014, similar to the 1996 survey.  While the 1996 figures were 

outdated and did not provide reliable high and low milk production cutoffs, the 2014 data 

was reconstructed to see if similar cutoffs could be determined for 2014. While this 

survey did not classify high and low milk production cutoffs, it did provide the average 

national milk production per cow. Milk averages were provided for three measures: 

milking times- twice or three times per day, milking system- conventional, rotational 

grazing, or organic, and type of barn- free stall or tie stall. 
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There were some reporting discrepancies between 2014 NHMS data and FINBIN 

data. The 2014 report classifies only three herd sizes, instead of the four herd sizes 

currently reported by the USDA and FINBIN. Therefore, the 100 to 199 cow herd size 

group is not shown. Using the 2014 data, cows would be placed into high and low 

production groups and the percentage of the herd in each group would be calculated. The 

production groupings are repeated for all three herd characteristics (i.e., if they milk three 

times a day, far structure, barn-type) to provide three measurements of the percent of low 

and top producing cows. Given that 2014 is included in the middle of this study’s period 

and milk production values did not change significantly, the milk production cutoffs are 

not adjusted annually. Cows that fall above the upper cutoff for the three measures were 

high producing cows, and all others were low producing cows.  The percentage of cows 

in each production group is calculated, as shown in Table 20. 

 There was a significant amount of variation among the percentage of cows 

classified as high and low producers between the three measures. Under the majority of 

measurements more than 40% of cows are classified as high producers. However, this 

does not hold true for herds with 100 to 499 cows when measured by barn type, less than 

15% of these cows are top producers. These estimates seem unlikely to hold true for 

Minnesota dairies; there are several years were the 2014 calculated average national milk 

production by herd size is smaller than the average milk production for all Minnesota 

herds in FINBIN. Due to the lack of consistency with realistic Minnesota production 

values, this method was not selected. 
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Table 20: Percentage of High and Low Milk Producers Using 2014 NHMS Groupings 

Milking Times 

 Percentage of Herd in High and Low Production Group, % for the Herd 
 <100 100 to 499 >500 All 
 Low High Low High Low High Low High 

2012 48.34 51.66 46.12 53.88 48.44 51.56 38.89 61.11 

2013 43.83 56.17 46.76 53.24 46.57 53.43 36.22 63.78 

2014 39.81 60.19 45.85 54.15 44.21 55.79 37.52 62.48 

2015 38.82 61.18 43.19 56.81 48.86 51.14 38.56 61.44 

2016 38.84 61.16 40.37 59.63 37.68 62.32 32.52 67.48 

2017 47.72 52.28 49.94 50.06 51.84 48.16 43.63 56.37 

 

Conventional, Rotational Graze, and Organic 

 Percentage of Herd in High and Low Production Group, % for the Herd 

 <100 100 to 499 >500 All 
 Low High Low High Low High Low High 

2012 56.40 43.60 54.37 45.63 51.37 48.63 48.80 51.20 

2013 51.22 48.78 53.87 46.13 51.44 48.56 45.40 54.60 

2014 46.56 53.44 53.72 46.28 43.85 56.15 42.23 57.77 

2015 45.33 54.67 49.41 50.59 47.62 52.38 42.82 57.18 

2016 44.18 55.82 47.11 52.89 39.28 60.72 37.83 62.17 

2017 53.92 46.08 54.22 45.78 51.76 48.24 46.65 53.35 

         

Tie Stall and Free Stall 

 Percentage of Herd in High and Low Production Group, % for the Herd 
 <100 100 to 499 >500 All 
 Low High Low High Low High Low High 

2012 45.50 54.50 92.88 7.12 50.36 49.64 43.78 56.22 

2013 38.18 61.82 91.27 8.73 50.03 49.97 40.01 59.99 

2014 33.56 66.44 91.43 8.57 42.19 57.81 36.55 63.45 

2015 32.00 68.00 89.63 10.37 45.87 54.13 37.55 62.45 

2016 33.42 66.58 86.26 13.74 38.14 61.86 33.07 66.93 

2017 40.81 59.19 87.89 12.11 50.51 49.49 42.42 57.58 
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Clustering 

A K-means clustering analysis was conducted with three and four means to create 

groups of data that are similar to one another. The K-means clustering method partitioned 

305-day milk and average annual somatic cell count into three or four clusters. The goal 

for clustering by milk production is to determine the percentage of cows that fall into 

three production groups (low, middle, and high). The original expectation was that there 

might be observations that, despite having high linear somatic cell counts, are classified 

into a higher cluster because they had high milk production. However, after running 

several iterations of clusters, the primary factor driving which determine the cluster a 

cow’s lactation belongs in was milk production. There were limited observations that had 

both high milk production and high linear somatic cell count.  

           Using a three K-means cluster, the low and high milk production cutoffs are 

shown in Table 21. The cutoff for low producing cows was extremely small, leading to 

only cows who did not complete a full lactation being classified as low producers. After 

re-running the clusters excluding those cows that did not complete 100 days of lactation, 

the average low milk production increased by 4,000 pounds of milk. The high milk 

producers were significantly higher than the average milk production of an average cow’s 

lactation. Visually graphing the clustered showed that there was little separation between 

the clusters, and separation measures were not maximized. In order to maximize the 

separation, a higher number of clusters was needed. This does not align with the actual 

grouping means that farmers are using in their operation. Clustering was not the right 

method to determine the high and low cow cutoffs.  
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Table 21: Clustering High and Low Cutoffs 

 
Milk Production lbs. 

Cutoffs 

Milk Production lbs. Cutoffs, 

100+ Days in Lactation 
 Low High Low High 

<100 12,762 22,134 16,323 23,682 

100-199 12,827 22,649 16,973 24,544 

200-499 14,336 25,454 18,509 26,485 

>500 15,332 25,946 18,947 27,241 

All 14,263 24,723 18,034 26,116 

 

Cow Rating 

Looking for another option to determine how farmers place cows into high and 

low production groups lead to the discovery of the DHIA ‘rating’ variable. As a 

reminder, cows are assigned an A to E rating based on their milk production compared to 

the herd average. Top cows are given an A rating, and their annual milk production is 

110% of the herd’s average milk production. Cows with a production of 100% to 110% 

of the herd’s average have a B rating and below-average cows producing 90% to 100% of 

the herd average milk production are rated C. Marginal cows have a D rating, and a 

probable cull cows with less than 80% of the herd’s milk production is assigned an E 

rating. 

Identifying how to assign the ratings to a production group was necessary to 

understanding how farmers classify their cows.  A three grouping and two production 

grouping method were tested. For the three production groups, all A rated cows are 

assigned to the top production group because DHIA calls this group the top cows (Table 

22). B rated cows were placed into the middle production group, and C to E rated cows 
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were assigned to the low milk production group. Under the two production group 

method, the high production group include only A rated cows. All other cows were 

placed into the low producing group. Table 22 shows the average percentage of cows in 

each production group using the two and three groupings.  

Table 22: Percentage of Herd by Production Groups, 2012-2017 

 3 Rating Groups 2 Rating Groups 

 Percentage of Herd in the Production Group 
Percentage of Herd in 

the Production Group 

  High Middle Low High Low 

>100 40.47 17.18 42.35 40.47 59.53 

100 to 200 41.47 16.85 41.68 41.47 58.53 

200 to 500 41.66 17.09 41.25 41.66 58.34 

500+  39.28 17.30 43.42 39.28 60.72 

All 40.78 17.09 42.13 40.78 59.22 

 

After creating expense estimates for both the two and three production groups, it 

was decided only to use two production groups (high and low). Due to the low percentage 

of cows that were classified into the middle production group, the expenses per cow 

allocated under the estimation method were much smaller than the high and low 

production groupings. This created unrealistically low expenses for cows in the middle 

group. The two grouping method is the most accurate method at estimating realistic 

expenses per cow for both the high and low group. 

Per cow expenses were calculated using two methodologies, which took different 

approaches to measure the percentage of cows in the low and high production group. 

Under the first method, the percentage of cows in the high and low production group are 

calculated annually on an individual herd basis. Each herd has the percentage of cows in 
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each group calculated annually. Under the second method, the average percentage was 

generated each year based on herd size for multiple herds.  To generate the herd size 

average percentage, the total number of low or high production cows for all herds within 

the herd size groupings - less than 100 cows, 100 to 199 cows, 200 to 499, or over 500 

cows - was determined. The average percentage by herd size is not included in the final 

model selection because dairy producers can use their own herd's data. Using their data 

provides more significant insights on how the herd allocates costs and the impact of the 

cow's impact on the farm's financials than a herd size percentage estimate. 

Using the percentage of cows in the herd that were high and low producers, 

expenses per cow were calculated separately for high and low production cows. Per cow 

production group expenses using ECM was calculated as follows:  

(24) Cow Expensenit

High
=CowPit

High
*

ECMnit
 

 

∑ ECMnit
HighN

n=1

 * Farm Expenses
it
 

 

(25) Cow Expensenit
Low=CowPit

High
*

ECMnit
 

 

∑ ECMnit
LowN

n=1

 * Farm Expenses
it
 

where Cow Expensenit

High
 is the expense assigned to the High producing cow n in herd i 

during year t; CowPit
High

 is the percent of cows in herd i that are high producing cows; 

ECMnit
 

 
is the total energy corrected milk produced by cow n during year t; ECMnit

High
 is 

the total energy corrected milk produced by all high producing cows in herd i during year 

t; and Farm Expenses
it
 is the total farm expense for herd i during year t. A similar 

calculation is used to determine the total expense, Cow Expensenit
Low, assigned for the Low 

producing cow n in herd i during year t.   
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 While it seems more logical that farms would base their top-producing cows on 

milk production, as opposed to the total days in the herd used in the final weighting 

methodology, there were several issues with weighting production groups by milk 

production. Table 23 shows the mean, low, and high expenses assigned to cows in the 

low and high production groups based on the number of days completed. An issue arose 

with the lowest estimates given to low producing cows. The low production group 

estimated an expense of only $3 occurred for a cow who was in the herd for 60 days. 

While this is the lowest of the low production group estimates, this measure is not 

realistic. Most cows eat more than $3 worth of feed in a single day, not including 

overhead expenses. This method highlights a problem that occurs in the reporting system. 

Cows that are culled early on due to low production often do not have accurate milk 

production measures recorded. This could be because these cows are sick and farmers 

only track sellable milk production, or that farmers know that they are going to cull these 

cows and decide not to keep accurate production records. The result is unrealistic 

estimates for low producing cows, and accurate expenses estimates must be given for 

cows that are culled early on into their lactation.  Due to the low estimates generated 

when using milk production, this method was not included in the final weighting 

mechanism.  
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Table 23: Expense per Cow 

 Expense per Lactation by Production Group, $ per Lactation 

Method High Production Low Production 

   Mean   Low   High   Mean   Low   High  

 All days   3,839.23   1,292.86   12,480.03   3,866.59   3.26   9,839.20  

 60 days   3,877.50   1,292.86   11,361.02   3,893.00   32.00   8,429.09  

 305 days   4,060.64   1,324.72   7,097.54   4,073.22   858.58   7,261.46  

Full Lac.  4,053.04   1,721.76   7,688.31   4,064.71   983.75   7,500.94  

 

  Production groups reflect the benefit that farmers place on high producing cows 

and how farms may separate cows into smaller herds based on production. Therefore, it 

was essential to find an accurate way to calculate expenses using production groups. 

When using the days of lactation completed to determine the expense per cow for 

production groups, the issues that were experienced using ECM did not occur. The days 

of lactation were able to calculate realistic expenses for even low producing cows. When 

using days of lactation completed, the lowest expense for a low producing cow who 

completed at least 60 days was $599 instead of the $3 found when using ECM. The 

production groups that assign expenses by the days of lactation complete can accurately 

assign expenses regardless of if the milk production was correctly reported while also 

including the lack of sellable milk in the income calculations. Therefore, production 

groups using days complete was a selected weighting mechanism. The inclusion of a 

baseline, equal weighting method was always going to be included in the final weighting 

mechanisms, and for consistency as an equal weighting by days of lactation completed 

was selected as one of the finalized models.   


